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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is on modeling and optimal resource management in wireless
multimedia wideband code-division multiple access (WCDMA)systems. Resource
management in CDMA systems has two major roles: to increase spectral efficiency
by controlling cochannel interference, and to accommodate multimedia services by

proper adjustment of the allocated resoarces. In this thesis, the system model sup
ports a new class of services wit h limited delay tolerance in addition to real time and

delay insensitive services which have been already considaed in the li terature. The

basic control variables in

CDMA resource management are transmit powers, data

rates, and base station assignments (handoff decision). Previous works have in-

duded a subset of these variables in their resource management algorithms. In this
thesis, these control variables are combined in a mathematical programming prob-

lem which maximizes the profit gained by a wirelesa mdtimedia service provider
subject to satisfying the service and quality of service (QoS) requirement for each
user. The profit is obtained as the Werence between the network revenue and
cost. A pricing scheme has been developed to map the network throughput onto

the network revenue and the handoff switching ovahead onto a certain cost. In
this prieiag scheme, every u s a pays proportionally to its instantaneous data rate
md quality of service.

The mathematical programming problem is analyzed, re-

structured, and solved for single- and multi-cd systems. The single-ceIl solution
has the advantage of low complexîty and global convergence in cornparison with
the previous work. MrUmum achievable throughpat (capacity) of a single c d is
mathematically evaluated aad has been used as the benchmark for performance
measare of single- and mdti-cell systems. For multi-cd systems, diffkrent solution

approaches lead to différent r e d t s . The best r e d t is generated by the improved

mixed-integer nonlinear programming (1-MINLP) algorithm which achieves np to

94% of the capacity in a network with 9 base stations, equivalent to a reuse effi-

ciency of 0.94. The sensitivity of the resource management solution to erroneous
input data (path gains) is examined. It has been shown that the higher the ca-

pacity utilbation, the higher the vuinerability to estimation enor. As a practical
issue, resource management at different operation Ievels (centralized, partially decentralized, decentralized, and M y decentralized) is discussed. To facilitate the
centralized implementation, a more practical version for the 1-MINLP algorithm
has been developed.

The centralized and partially decentrahed schemes are pre-

ferred for thek high performance and flexibility. The contribution of this thesis is
conhed to the reverse link of

WCDMA systems. We have assumed that neces-

s a r y mechanisms to perform handoff procedures, when a user is assigned to a new

base station, exist and have not addressed soft handoff. A resource management

algorithm that combines the result of this research with the well known dosed-loop
power control is suggested to enhance reverse-link FDD-mode resource management

in IMT-2000,the global standard for third-generation wireless systems. A part of
this research has been reported in [l,21.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wireless personal communications is the fastest growing segment of telecommunications [3]. This is driven by the desire for the change bom wired fked place- teplace
communications to wireless mobile person-twperson communications, and to be fiee
fkom physical connections to commutiication networks. On the other hand, increasing demand for new wireless services, such as internet connections, is pushing the

technological barriers towards implementation of wireless multimedia1 communica-

tions. Typical multimedia applications include teleconferencing, medical imaging,
entertainment and educational video, and advertizing (41.

1.1

Motivation

A typical wireless multimedia system supports different services with a wide range of
transmission rates and varioas error and delay performances. The network structure
'The term multimedia tefers to the representation, storae, setneval, and distribution of information expresaed in multiple media such as: text, audio, *,

graphies, and image [4].
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consists of mobile handsets and terminais (for voice, data, image, and low-rate
video), base stations, and a broadband network connecting base stations and control
entities in the system. Figure 1.1 illustrates a generd view of a broadband network
with wired and wireless access points. In the wireless subnet, each communication

Figure 1.1: A typical nired/wireless multimedia network.

link is initiated by, or terminated at, a mobile/fixed user through base stations and
the broadband network. 'Ransmissions fiom mobiles to base stations (uplinks) and
fkom base stations to mobiles (downlinks) take place in diffkrent radio chaunels

FDD)or the same radio channels but different t h e
dots ( t h e division duplex, TDD) .Table 1.1 [5] illastrates the required transmission
(fiequency division duplex,

rates (bandwidth) for typical multimedia services in the uplink and donnlinL of a

wireless network.

A signal transmitted over a mobile Channel undergoes attenuation due to path

Table 1.1: Multimedia services and the uplink and doanlink transmission rates [SI.

I Multimedia Services
Broadcast Video
Broadcast TV
Enhanced Pay per View
-

-

Interactive Video

64 kbps - 6 Mbps

9.6

- 64 kbps

Video-on-Demand
Interactive TV

Interactive Games

Idormation Retrieval Services

Internet (www, fkp, telnet)

14.4 kbps - >10 Mbps 14.4

- 128 kbps

Voice
--

-

Symmetric Data

-

9.6 kbps - 2 Mbps

9.6 kbps - 2 Mbps

- 384 kbps

64 kbps - 1.5 Mbps

Desktop Multimedia

Work-at-Home

Video Conferencing
Video Telephony

Fax
Small Business/Home
Internet Homepage
Internet Information Semer

9.6
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loss, shadowing due to uneven terrain, buildings, and other obstacles much larger
than the wavelength of the radio channel frequency, and fading as a result of mul-

tiple paths and a time-variant channel. Thus, the received signal power varies and
fluctuates randomly. If all mobiles transmit at the same power level, t h e signal from
a near mobile usually will be received at a strong level, whereas that of the farthest
one will be received at a very weak level; this is known as the near-far effect.

The

clifference between these two received signal power levels c m be in the range of 80

-

100 dB [6, 71 which will cause an excessive amount of cochannel interferenceZ

and saturation of the weaker signal's receiver .
The frequency spectrum utilbation of current mobile systems is very low. O p
timistic estimates, as reported in [BI, show that the highest achievable capacity
among the second generation mobile systems falls unda 20 percent of the Shan-

non channel capacity. This low utilkation is due to the fact that the capacity of
a Rayleigh fading channel, on the average, approaches that of a Gaussian chamel
only if the channe1 bandaidth or the numba of diversity branches approaches infin-

ity [9]. The implication is that in a real system, the capacity of a wideband mobile

system ushg many diversity paths can be dose to the channel capacity. Thus, a
wireless CDMA3 system is a potential candidate for high-capacity mobile commu-

nications due to the cornmon wideband radio channe1 being shared among $1 the
u s a s . W h e r advantages, as will be discussed in Chapta

2, add to the CDMA

capability in accommodating multimedia services and reliable communications over
*Cochannelinterkence refers to the interfixingsignala fkom the aame radio chamel. In conva-

tiond narrowband systema, cochannel interference impliea inter-ceil interference since a Channel
can be d once in a cell. In CDMA, however, it includea both inter- and i n t r ~ e iinterferences
l

since the same radio channel is uaed for usera in every cd.
'CDMA (code division multiple access) technique veraue other multiple accees techniques is
explaineci in Chapter 2. It rdim to ditecteequence CDMA throughout thia thesis.
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fading channels. Hence. wireless communication standard bodies in Asia, Europe,
and North America have proposed

CDMA

as the major multiple access technique

for the third generation of wireless systems [IO, 11, 121.
Powes control algorithms have been developed to alleviate the near-far problem

by compensating for the variations and fluctuations of the mobile signal power
at the base station receiver. This power adjustment results in an inaease in the
system capacity [6, 13, 141 in terms of the number of simultaneous calls. In

CDMA

systems. where the radio channels are neither separated in fiequency nor separated
in time, the total interference level is a limiting factor for the system capacity [15].

Thus, excessive use of power by a single user could inhibit the communication of
other users and reduce the capacity sigdicantly. Therefore, power control and
resource management are more important and essential in CDMA systems. CDMA

uplink power control has been the center of focus in many investigations, because
each user's signal in a cell f o h s a different propagation path and experiences

different channe1 characteristics. On the o t h a hand, the intra-cd interference and
the desired signah on a downlinL path undergo the same channel impairments and
the relative power levels are preserved. In fact, on a single-cd basis, there is no
need for downlink power control if the background noise is negkgible. In a mdti-ceIl

environment, downlink power control should be employed bat uplink power control
is more complicated.
Besides combating the near-far problem, it has been shown, e.g. in (161, th&
power control can be engaged to accommodate diffment qaalities of service (QoS's)
in t e n n s of bit exor rate (BER). h the context of multimedia CDMA,the variable
processing gain, as defined on page 13, can be employed as another means to control
the BER. Thas, in a poor chamel condition, where even the rnaximlun available
power f&

to maintain the target BER, an inaease in the processing gain, or
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equivalently a decrease in the transmission rate, can further improve the average
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and the BER. On the other hand, as proposed in
this research, the data rate can be regulated such that the delay requirement ofeach
user is met. Thus, the error and delay performance of a multimedia CDMA system

can b e controlled as a function of the resource (power and rate) budgets. It is highly

desirable to manage the network resources efficiently so that the QoS requirement
for each user is satisfied and the network resources are utilized maximally .

An important factor in allocating power and data rate to a mobile is the base
station assignment, i.e., determination of the access point of the mobile to the
wireless network. In other words, the amount of the allocated resources may vary

significantly with different assignmentS. Conventionally, a mobile user is connected
to the closest base station or to the one whose broadcast pilot signal is sensed as
the strongest, implying that the path gain fkom the mobile to that base station is
the highest with respect to all other base stations. We c d the former asaigunent
the nearest base station (NBS) assignment and the l a t t a one the least signal attenuation (LSA) assignment.

NBS assignment is valid in the absence of shadowing

and fading. If the trafic is evenly distributed over the whole network and, conse
qnently, each base station sees the same total interference at its receiving antenna,

LSA assignment provides maJcimum SIR, thus the best performance. In unevenlydistributed tr&c, however, a base station with high local t r a c , despite being the
choice of

LSA, may receive a mobile signal with a Iowa SIR level than a nearby

base station with a lighter local trafic. Therefore, an assipment decision based on

the global trafnc, at least in a d u s t a of nearby base stations, oatperforms the M A .

We are interested in exIimining the pedormance of a globally-decided assignment
as compared to the

LSA, in other words, combining the base station assignment

nith the resource allocation process.
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Optimization techniques are commody employed in the literature for power
control and resource management of cellular systems, as reviewed in the next chap
ter. Many power control algorithms are proposed for narrowband mobile systems

to minimise the total transmitted power and increase the system capaeity. Most
of these aigorithms are designed for conventional voice communications and do not

address the problems involved in a multi-service environment such as the accommodation of different rates and service qualities for different users. As for CDMA
systems, related literature has focused on variable-rate transmission and variable

BER requirements for real-time services. However, many non-real-tirne services
with various delay requirements have not been addressed. Moreover, the proposed
models are limited to single-cd environments where roaming problems and associated challenges snch as base station assignments are disregarded.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop a1gorith.m~for optimal resource management of the reverse link of a wireless multimedia wideband CDMA (WCDMA)
systern in order to mai8mize utiiization of nehrork resources and capacity while
p a ranteeing setvice qualities.

The following network resources and related control variables are considered:
the mobile transmitted powers, transmission rates, namber of handofi, and base
station assignments4.

The role of power control is to accommodate different BER

requirements as well as to solve the near-far problem. Pansmission rate control
%se

station asaignment is equivslent to handoff decision. In this thesis only hard handoff

decisions are considered and it haa been assumed that neceasaty mechanieme to perform handoff
procedures, when a user is aaaigned to a new base station, exiat in the network.
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is ernployed to satisfy both BER and delay performance requirements. The delay
performance for non-real-time services is controlled by adjusting their service time

within the range of their tolerable delays.

The number of handoffs

is controlled

to reduce the signahg overhead due to handoff switehings. Among all feasible

assignïnents, an assignment which yields the best value of an objective function is
sdected. The objective function is expressed in terms of a weighted sum of the
network transmission rates and the number of handoffs. It reflects the network
effiuency and is formulated in Chapter 4.

The development of the algorithms involves the following steps:
0

Intmducing a mode2 to support mreless mdtimedia servàces and accommodate
da'fferent QoSk based on the CDMA technique.

O

Tbanslating the objective into an optimizatzon problem based on the preaented
model.
Developing eficient algodhms to solve and perform optimal nsource management in single- and mufti-ce12environrnents.

0

Investàgatzng implementation issves including semitivity analysis to meusunment emors, cent~akzedand decentdàzed implementations, and compatibility
vith the proposah for the third genemtion wàieless systems.

By m

g the above steps, the following contributions to the resource man-

agement problem in multimedia WCDMA have been achieved. The system model
supports a new dass of services with limited delay toletance as well as real t h e

and delay insensitive services which have been already considered in the litaattwe.

AU

major control variables are included in the resomce management problem and

are optimally obtained and docated. Previotls work has considered a subset of the
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variables. A novel pricing strategy and a new throughput measure for multimedia
services are developed. The single-cd solution has the advantage of low complexity
and global convergence in cornparison with the previous work. Resource manage-

ment in a multi-ce11 system, despite its very high complewity, has achieved a high
throughput performance within a reasonable and practicable tirne. The results of
multi-cell solution for multimedia applications are new and can be used to enhance
the reverse-link FDD-mode resource management in IMT-2000.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis
CDMA principles and characteristics
discussion of the performance of CDMA systems in a mobile envi-

Chapter 2 indudes a brief background on

followed by a

ronment. A literature review of optimal power control and resource management
in different systems (narrowband and aideband), applications (single and mdtiple service), and network environments (single and multiple cells) in addition to

a detailed description of previous work relevônt to this thesis is presented in this
chapter. Chapter 3 is devoted to laying ont the physical and mathematical description of our system model induding service classes and QoS's. In Chapter 4,
a mathematical programming problem is built to model optimal resource management in the multimedia CDMA system. Mat hematical expressions for the objective
function and constraints including a pricing scheme for mdtimedia senrices are de-

veloped and presented in this chapter. Moreover, the structure of the problem is

analyzed in terms of the type and complexity. Reaoarce management algorithms as
the solutions to the problem are developed in Chapter 5 and validated by numerical
r e d t s and simulations. Chapter 6 indudes discassions related to implementation
issues. Sensitivity of the resource management algorithms to the estimation arors
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in path gain measurements, centralized versus decentralized schemes, and compat-

ibility with the recent proposais for the third generation of wireless systems are
discussed in this chapter. The conclusion and suggested future work are presented

in Chapter 7. Some relevant theories and techniques in optimization theory are
provided in the Appendix.

Chapter 2
Background and Literature

Review
The focus of this thesis is on the problem of optimal power control and resource
management in a CDMA context and multimedia application. This chapter pr*
vides a brief background on wireless CDMA systems and their characteristics, and
a review of the relevant previous work. More details of the literature closely re-

lated to this work are included as w d . Background information on optimization
theory and techniques including relevant defhitions, theorems, and algorithms are

provided in Appendi* A.

2.1

Mobile CDMA Systems

The introduction of the spread spectram technique for mobile commttnications goes
back to 1978 when a fiequency-hopping system for hi&-capauty mobile coxxununications was proposed in [17]. This proposal, which waa the first spread-spectram
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approach to mobile communications. stimulated considerable interest and contro-

versy. In particular, the application of direct-sequence codedivision multiple access

(DS-CDMA)
in cellular systems was introduced at the be-g

of the 1990s [6,18],

years after it s application in military and satellite commuIlications. For simplicity,

throughout this proposa1 the tenn CDMA staads for DS-CDMA.

Unlike FDMA (frequency division multiple access) and TDMA (time division
multiple access), which divide the available fkequency spectrum into narrowband
channels and aasign each radio c h a n d to one or more calls, CDMA is a wideband

spread-spectrum scheme that spreads multiple calls across a wide segment of the
allocated spectnim. Each individual c d is assigned a unique code that permits it
to b e distinguished from the multitude of c&

transmitted simultaneously over the

same band. As long as the receiving end has the right code, it can pick its own

signal out fiom all the others.

The principle of direct-sequence spread spectrum is as follows. Consider the
transmitted signal As(t)c(t) cos(w,t + 4) in Figure 2.1, where s ( t ) is the encoded
and interleaved signal, c ( t ) is the pseudo-random spreading signal comprising a
bipolar signal (&1) and A cos(wct

+ 4) is the carrier.

Coding techniques are em-

ployed in error-prone mobile channels to enhance the BER performance or reduce
the required power. Interleaving techniques randomize bursts of error that occur in
a fading environment to inaease coding gain for codes designed designed for rnem-

oryless channels. The band-pass flter

(BPF)is assamed to be ideal and to pass

the modulated and spread signal without distortion. The signal is impaired by the
channel noise, interference, shadowing, and mdtipath propagation.

The received

signal is coherently mdtiplied by the spreading sequence c(t) and detected at the
receiver. It is a common method to use a p a r t i d m spreading signal with M'sent

thne shifts for multiple access signals. Thas, if the autocorrelation of c ( t ) satisfies
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the condition E[c(t)c(t

T)]
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O for d Ir1 > Tchip7 where Tchipis the chip duration

of c ( t ) , then only received signals with the same time-shifted code are detected and

al1 other signals with any time shift Ir( > TChipact as wideband interferencesat the
receiver.
This condition prescribes that c ( t ) must have the properties of white noise. It
is a common practice to compromise between a long pseudo-random code with

low autocorrelation and a shorter sequence with a faster acquisition and tracking
time [19]. An important parameter of a

CDMA

system is the spreading factor

Figure 2.1: A view of the direct sequence spreaâ spectnun concept.
or processing gain which is defined as the ratio of the data bit duration (Tb)to
the spreading signal chip duration (TChP),or the ratio of the spread spectrnm

bandwidth (W) to the data rate far user i

(ri),that is

Processing gain =

Tb = -.
w
Tchip

fi

(24

The processing gain is an indication of the excessive use of the fiequency band for
spreading signds and most of the CDMA admtages, as explained below, are direct
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resdts of this excessive use of the spectrum. In general, it is desirable to have a

high processing gain

to take advantage

of CDMA characteristics. However, since

the radio channel bandwidth is limited, increasing the processing gain imposes a
certain restriction on the data rate. We recognize this inherent limit in CDMA and

will set an upper bound on the transmission rate to preserve a high processing gain.

The performance of a CDMA system in terms of the spectral efficiency and BER
is highly affected by the amount of the multiple access (cochannel) interference.

Therefore, it is essential to use a number of techniques for interference reduction
such as power control, sectorization and voice activity monitoring to achieve a

high performance [6]. Interference from the adjacent channe1 is another degrading
factor. In

CDMA,interference fiom the adjacent

channel refers to two different

type of interference interchangeably. One is from the adjacent wideband radio
channel which can be alleviated by a guard band. The other one is the interference

caused as a result of non-zero cross-correlation between CDMA codes. The latter is
also referred to as the multiple-access interference in some literature. Some of the
important characteristics and advantages of

hequency Reuse

- In mdti-cd

CDMA are ewplained in the following.

narrowband systems sach as FDMA and

TDMA,a radio charnel can be used so that the codiannel intederence for mobiles
sharing this channe1 is less than a certain level. In practice, only a fraction of the

fÎeqaency band can be used in a sector or cd. For example, in a hexagonal cell
structure, FDMA systems norrnally use oneseventh of the available radio channels,
a freqaency r a s e factor of 117. To inaease the rease aciency, narrowband systems
have to employ sophisticated fiequency planning schemes and dynamic channel

allocation.

CDMA shares the same spectrum in all c e b (universal fiequency reuse)

and achievea a fiequency reuse factor of approximately 1, thas gaining several times

higher spectrum efficiency and getting rid of the fiequency-planning complexity.
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Power Control - Due to an inherently high cochannel interference in CDMA
systems. power control is an absolute reqnirement which affects the overd system
performance. Extensive research, e.g. 120, 75, 221, ha9 s h o w that power control

error has a sigaûicant effect on both reverse- and forward-link capacity. Therefore,
power control has to be de& with carefdy in the design of CDMA cellular systems.

Soft Handoff - Handoff or handover is the mechanism for the transition of a
mobile station fkom one cell or sector to another c d or sector. If this transition
is done abruptly, i.e., comecting to the new ce11 after disconnecting fkom the old
c d , it is called hard handoff. If the transition is gradual, i.e., establishing the
connection to the new c d before disconnecting from the old cell, it is c d e d soft
handoff. Hard handoff can fail if there is no radio link in the new cd,or the mobile
is switched to a wrong c d , or the mobile fails to hear the command to switch
the channel. By simultaneous communications via two or more base stations, soft

handoff greatly reduces link drops during transitions and enhances the capacity by
exploithg the Illik diversity. Obviously, CDMA is able to perform soft handoff very
easily because the same radio channd is used in the adjacent cells. However, each
handoff is subject to a signaling overhead to establish the new connection and to
npdat e the corresponding user information.

Diversity

- In addition

to cornmon diversity techniques used in narrowband

and Mdeband systems, e.g., tirne diversity by intaleaving, there are certain types
of diversity which Uiherently exist or are easily employed in

CDMA

systems such

as:

- link diversity dnring soft handoff, and

- inherent frequency diversity due to the wide bandwidth which resolves the multipath components of the received signal and provides the receiver with several
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independent paths.

To combine the received signals fiom dXerent diversity paths, a simple and
cornmon method is selection combining [23]. In this method, received signals from

diversity paths are compared and, usudy, the one with the highest carrier-tenoise

ratio is selected. A popular and optimum method of combining is maximal ratio
cornbining in which diversity branches are cephased and then weighted proportiondy to their signal level b e b e suuuning [23]. However, due to its need for
accurate chamel estimates, maximal ratio combining is more appropriate for slow

fading channels. This technique c m be implemented by RAKE receivers in CDMA
systems. Because

CDMA uses a large bandwidth, the t h e resolution for resolving

the signals fiom diversity branches is high, therefore, maximal ratio combining can

be implemented efnciently in CDMA systems.

Error Performance of CDMA in Mobile Channels

In a Gaussian charnel, the probability of error for a single direct-sequence spreadspectrum signal is shown to be uniquely identified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
per bit [24]. If the number of users and the processing gain is high enough, it is quite

common to approximate the sum of ambient noise and multiple-access interference

in a CDMA system by an uncorrehted Gaussian signal with a flat spectrnm. Thus,
a oneteone relation between the BER and signal-teinterference plus noise ratio

(SIR)p a bit

does still exist. The

SIR per bit for user i is caldated as

where Eb is the energy per bit, Io is the intederence plus noise density, W is the

channel bandwidth,

T;

is the data rate, qi is the received power, and I is the total

noise plus interference seen by user i. For example, for an uncoded signal asing
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QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) modulation, an SIR
guarantee a BER of less than IO-'
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per bit of 9 dB will

[23]. In [25], however, it has been argued that

the Gaussian approximation will over-estimate the error performance if the mobile
system is low-populated or t here are dominant multiple access components (no

power control).

In a flat (fiequency non-selective) fading charuiel, whose coherence bandwidth'

B* is larger

than the signal bandwidth, the signal spectrum remains flat but the

received power fluctuates randornly. In this case, the average SIR per bit, Es/ Io,
represents an average BER performance [23]. A flat fading condition can be applied

if W < B* = 1/T' or Tm < 1/W where Tm is the delay spread.
In a fiequency selective fading channel, Tm > 11W, mdtipath signals are resolvable and can be exploited by a RAKE receiver for higher spect-

effiuency.

This Channel is modeled by a tapped delay line (transversalfilter) with TmW taps
[23]. Typical values for Tm range fiom .1 to 3 and 3 to 10 psec in an indoor and
outdoor environment, respectively [7]. Thus, indoor and oatdoor CDMA channels
with bandwidths of greater than 1 MHz f d in the category of fiequency selective
fading and the multipath efEect can be mitigated at a cost of higher receiver complexity.

The error performance of this channel is &O characterized by the average

SIR per bit.

2.2

Optimal Power Control

Since the introduction of cellular mobile systems, power control has been an important part of the resource management. This problem has been among many
'Coherence bandwidth kt a part of the spectnun which is faded simultaneously.
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problems in numerous applications which have been approached by optimization

techniques. Many power-control algonthms are proposed in the literature for narrowband systems to minimise the mobiles' transmitted powers and increase the
system capacity. Despite most of t hese algorithms being designed for single-service
communications, the ideas can be applied to multi-service applications, as well.
Optimal resource management for

CDMA systems in multi-service communica-

tions hm been considered in the literature. Researchers have focused on variable
rate transmission and variable BER requirement s for real-time services. However,
non-real-the services with various delay requirements have not been addressed.
Moreover, the previously proposed models are limited to single-cd systems and
the problems associated wit h the mdti-ce11 environment have not been considered.
Many power-control algorithms have been proposed to combat cochannel interference and the near-far problem by regdating the mobiles' transmitted powers
such that each user communicates with a certain target

SIR while spending the

minimum required power. This objective has been formdated as an optimization problem in the literature. Power control for cochannel interference reduction

in satellite systems has been investigated in [30] where the concept of carrier-tointerférence ratio (Cm)
balancing is introduced for voice communications with the
same

BER requirements. CIR balancing is intended to balance interference such

that each user experiences the same CIR level. IR [31],this concept is extended
to spread-spectrum systems. In this case, the &ect of cochannel interference has
been taken into account and shown to be dominant (compared to the background
noise). It is

&O

shown that CIR balancing improves the system capacity sigr&

icantly. Another trend in power control algorithmir is to keep the received signal
power at a constant level [6]. Although t h is very dcient in controlling iatra-cd
interfaence in

CDMA systems, it has been shown in [32] that it has a limited ef-
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fect on inter-cell interference. A good mathematical mode1 and a centralized power
control algorithm are presented in [13].In this algorithm, the transmitted power
vector is optimized in a centralized and synchronous fashion to balance
a synchronous algorithm, it is meant that

CIR. By

all the mobiles' transmitted powers are

updated synchronously, ot herwise, the algorithm is asynchronous.

ln the above dgorithms, the problem of optimizing the transmitted power vector is identified as an eigenvalue problem and the optimum power vector is found by
inversion of a nonnegative rnatrix which is composed of charnel gains for each indi-

vidual user. The main problem wit h these centrahed algorithms is compatational
complexity and knowledge of path gains at the control center. Hence, for practicd
purposes, iterative and distributed versions of these algorithms have been dev&
oped. These dgorithms use locdy-measured path gains [14],[33]-(361. The other
problem is that they require knowledge of one or more of the parameters such as
path gains (in genaal path gains from each user to a number of base stations),

CIR,received interference power, or bit error rate (BER).Stochastic power control
for CDMA systems in [37] employs an iterative and distributed algonthm to find
the optimal power vector. The advantage of this algorithm is that a mobile only
needs to know the matched filter output at its corresponding base station and its

path gain.

2.3

Combined Power and Base Station Assignment

An important fact in optimizing power control is that the previody proposed
algorithms often find the optimal power vector assaming that the aslgnment of a
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mobile to a base station is determined and controUed by other criteria.
However, it is like1y that there exists a better solution under another assignment. This has been the motivation for developing optimal solutions for combined
power control and base station assignment. In [38], an iterative algorithm, namely

minimum power assignment (MPA), for both synchronous and asynehronous cases,

is proposed, and convergence problems are discussed. In each iteration, every mobile h d s a base station to which the required power is minimum, then, based on
the updated assignments, the new power vector is derived.

A very similar MPA algorithm is developed independently by Hanly in [39].

In this work, assuming a deterministic log-linear propagation model, the

set of

potential base stations to be connected to a particular user is confined to nearby

The combined optimum power and base station assignment, as a
result, expands or contracts cd-site radii with respect to their traffic load. The
base stations.

proposed algorithm inmeases the system capacity and is implemented decentraüy.

Each mobile must have knowledge of its path gains to all base stations (or at least a
subset of nearby base srations) and their corresponding interference levels to select
the one which requires the least amount of power. The higha capacity, however, is
achieved at the cost of higher complexity of mobile termina. and communication
overhead. In (401, a dynamic load-sharing algorithm is proposed to elimiaate the
communication overhead in Hanly's algorithm. The idea is to push the mobiles in
the boundary regions to an early handoff when a c d is overloaded and the target

SIR per bit cannot be maintained. This is done by a stepwise decrease in the
pilot signal power of the overloaded base station. A low pilot strength results in
c d size reduction as well as an overd inaease in the transmitted power in the
revenre link inversely proportional to the pilot signal power. It can be argued that,
first, the extra power has an adverse d e c t on the system capacity, and second, a
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higher power for all mobiles has almost no effect on the SIR.because the interference
would

&O

increase proportionally (background noise is very smdl compared to the

cochannel interference). Furthermore, when a mobile is pushed to an early handoff
to another base station, the highest path gain is still to the aowded base. This

means that under similar interference levels at both base stations, the user needs

more power to communicate with the new base station. If the interference levd is

lower at the new base station, then the required power would be less. How much
less depends on the ciifference in the path gains and the intederence levels. So there
is no guarantee of less power in the new cell and, consequently, no guarantee for
improvement in the old cd.

A combined channel allocation, base station assignment, and power control
algorithm is also proposed in [41]. This algorithm considers the combined problem
for a system of 2 base stations and cornputes a maJamnm matching in a graph
that captures the topological characteristics of the mobile locations. A very similar
work is reported in [42]. The solution approach is different in the sense that a

Lagrangian relaxation method is employed and a multi-cd model is considered.
This work does not provide a real-the solution because of the high computationd
complexity. The details of the MPA algorithm are described below.

Minimum Power Aesignment Algorithm
We are interested in the MPA algorithm [38] for its formulation of the optimal
power control and base station assignment in one model. Although this algorithm
is designed primarily for nmowband systems, where d p d c channel allocation
is a chdenging part of the network operation (to reduce c o c h d interference

and increase capacity), the idea can be applied to CDMA systems to manage the
handoff process very &ciently and to distribute the trafEc load in order to mitigate
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local network congestion.
The network consists of M base stations and N users. All time-dependent parameters are defined at discrete-tirne n, when the algonthm updates power and
base station assignment vectors. Each user is connected, or assigned, to one (hard

handoff) base station. If user i is assigned to base station k, we denote this assignment, following [38], as

ai =

k where i

e (1,

e

e

,N) and k e (1,

e a

,M). With a

combination of M base stations and N users, there are in total MN distinct assignments. All possible assignments are numbered fiom 1 to MN and each particuiar

assignment is specified by a superscript. Thus, the Ph assignment is represented by
vector a' with length N.
The path gain g& (n) denotes the attenuation of the signal transmitted from
user i to the base station k under the specific assignment vector a' = [a:,

,ab].

If user i transmits at a power level pi(n) (assamed to be nnlimited), the received
signal from user i at the base station k is equal to pi(n)&n) at t h e TL The path

gain as a function of a particdar assignment ai is

&O

nsefal and is represented as

&,(n). If the assignment a: = k, then, dk(n) = gL,(n). The optimization problem
is modeled as

subject to

where a[ E {l,

O * - ,

power vector, and

M),i

E

(1,-- , N), and 2 E (1,

- 0 ,

MN), p(n) is the transmit

di is the receiver noise at the assigned base station.

The

CIR
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constraint in (2.4) guarantees the error performance for user i specified by 7;and
cm

be written as

where c:(n)= Ti&

/$,;

(n) and G!(n)is the ith row of the N x

N

path gain matrix

G1(n)defined as

The set of feasible solutions unda assignment I is defmed as

where d ( n ) is an N x 1 vector whose element i is

O;(R).

The set P1(n)desaibes

a cone of feasible power vectors in which, if p(n) E P'(n) then ap(n) E ~ ' ( nfor)
a 2 1. Figure 2.2 depicts the set of feasible power vectors for a system of 2 users

2

2

pz= q P +q
pz=< p+a:

Figure 2.2: The feasible region and optimal solution for a aystem of 2 base stations and
2 mobiles [38].

+

and 2 base stations. In this figure the liae pi(n) = G:(n)p(n) +(a) describes
the minimum p o w a that user i needs to communicate with the assigned base (1
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or 2) as a function of the transmitted power of the other user. There are four

possible assignments. For each assignment, the feasible region is the area of the
upper triangle formed by the intersection of the lines pi(n) =

and pl ( n ) = ~ f(n)&)
;

+ d ( n ) where j

G! ( n ) p ( n )+ d ( n )

= 1,2. The minimum power reqaired for

each assignment is the intersection point or the vertex v'. In Figure 2.2 the optima
solution is v3 = v m and MPA algorithm should search for this global minimum.

The union of all feasible regions is a nonconvex set U1Pi, the shaded region in
Figure 2.2. Given a power vector p(n) and an assignment vector a l ( n ) ,the MPA
algorithm iteratively searches for the optimal point v' using the iteration

where n is the current iteration number and d ( n ) is the path gain ma&

for the

assignment a' at iteration n. In this algorith, each user evaluates the minimum
power required to transmit to

al1 base stations at iteration n

+ 1 based on the

transmitted power of other users at iteration n. Then it switches to the base
station corresponding to the lowest minimum required power, and sets its output

power t o the lowest required power level. Thus, a new assignment vector and a new
power vector are obtained. In the iteration equation (2.9), if G1(n)
is a nomegative
ma&

and p(n) is a feasible solution, horn the Perron-Robeniustheorem [43], the

above iteration converges to a unique fixed point if and only if the laigest eigenvalae
of G1(n)is less than unity.

The MPA algorithm has several problems:

- In the fkamework of the optimization problem, the new assignment vector shodd
be obtained based on the m e n t value of the power vectot, whereas in MPA,
each user's assigrnent is obtained based on the previous values of other naers'

output power. This may not be a major problem only if the Channel condieion
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and users' locations do not change during two consecutive time intervals for
updating transmit ted powers.

- The initial power vector in (2.9) must be a feasible power vector. It is not clear
how the algorithm fin& this initial feasible value.

2.4

Handoff Trade-offs

A major problem with the combined power control and base station assignment
optimization is that the nnmber of new assipments (handoffs) can be untolerably

high, as each handoff reqnires additional signalings for establishg the new connection as well as updating users' information in the network. There is also a high
probability of "ping-pong" d e c t (constant switching between base stations).

The

tradesff between the best comection quality and handoff switching coat has been
investigated independently fiom power control optimization. An approach based
on statistical control theory is taken to obtain an optimal strategy for the hamioff
problem in [44]. Using a Markov decision process formulation and dynamic pro-

gramming, the optimum decision is characterized by a threshold on the difference
between the measured powers that the mobile receives fiom the base stations. A

similar approach is taken in [45] where the cost and reward fanctions for deciding

on a mobileassisted handoff are formulated in a more general form. It inciades the
mode1 in [44] as a special case.
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2.5

Resource Management for Multimedia

Most power control algorithms mentioned so far are intended to optimize certain
variables for conventional mobile syst ems designed for voice communications. In
recent research publications, interest has been shown in the

CDMA technique,

particularly for multimedia applications. High flexibility and mdtipat h resist ance

CDMA for future mobile systems (461.
Power control algorithms for multimedia CDMA have been proposed as a means to
are some of the desirable characteristics of

control the communication quality in t a m s of BER as well as solving the near-far
problem.
To accommodate mixed t r a c with different rates and QoS requirements, the
concept of variable spreading gain (VSG) is proposed for CDMA systems in [47]. In
this met hod, users wit h different transmission rates and the same BER requkement s

are docated power levels proportional to their rates and, for users with the same

rates, power levels are proportional to their Eb/Iorequirements. In [16],multimedia
sources are separated int O multiple substreams with each substream 'a delay and

loss characteristics individually negotiated between the source and network. In

this work, only delay-sensitive substreams with different Es/& requirements are
considered. It is suggested that power control be employed to achieve Merent
QoS's for different substreams. The proposed power control algorithm is similar to
MPA [14] and is intended to minimize total transmitted power for the do-

in

a single-cd network. Moreover, the feasibility condition is analytically derived and

used for the c d admission purposes.

Single-Cell Multimedia CDMA System
In the following, we present a detailed revien of (481 as it is considered relevant
to our reaearch. In this paper, a multimedia

CDMA system is comidered for

a
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single ceil. It is intended to minimize total transmit ted power in the ceil to reduce
total interference to other cells, and maximize total data rates in two separate
optimization problems for the u p l i d transmissions. The &st optimization is not
directly related to our proposed research as we will consider a multi-cd system
and control the system resources on a network-based configuration. Thus, we are

not concerned about the effect of the interference outside of the network. In the
following, we will describe the details of the second optimization problem, that is,
maximizing the total transmission rate.

The objective is that the system wishes to give eadi user the best throughput
unda specified constraints. For example, if all constant bit-rate (CBR)services are
taken care of, the system assigns the remaining rate such that the cd throughput
is maximized. In the proposed model, there are N users in s single c d . The
received powers at the base station and mobile transmission rates, represented by
the vectors p(n) =

, ,qN(n)] and

[QI (n)

r (n) = [q(n),

,rnr(n)], respectively,

constitute the system variables and are assnmed to be subject to h e d maximum
received power vector ,
,Q
vector R,= [RI,&,

= [
QI,,

a,

(aN,,]

and constant minimum rate

,RN,-],respectively. The inequality

w

=-

qi(4
L ri, i E {1,.**,N I
(2.10)
~i(n)C~=~,j+i~(n)+~
whae W is the channe1 banduridth and r) is the background noise at the base station
(-(n))

IO

i

receiver, guarantees the error performance if 7i is the target SIR per bit for user i.
It is stated that, at the optimal solution, the constraint (2.10) is met with equality.

In other words, it is not desirable to allocate extra power to achieve better quality
than what is expected fkom 7i.
The problem is formulated as
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This problem is reformulated by using the value of ri(n) evalnated fiom (2.12) and
substituting in (2.11)and (2.14),thus, the rate vector is omitted and the problem
changes to

subject to

The above substitution reduces the number of variables and transfers the nonlinearity in the constraints to the objective fanction. The new formulation has the
advantage of having a convex search space restncted to the surface of a polyhedron
defmed by the set of linear constraints. The gradient projection method 1491 is used
for solving the problem. Any initial vector is first checked for feasibility, Le., satisfying all constraints, then is used as the first iteration for the gradient projection

method. It is found that the method converges quiddy to the solution. However,
for lmger values of

a--, the algorithm converges to local minima, implying non-

convexity of the objective fanction. To avoid the local minima, different initial
giiesses have been used. The work in [48] has several problems and limitations:

- In a multimedia environment, the

sum

c,

ri(=)does not

represent the network

throaghput, or spectral efnuency, as each user may traosmit data with a
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dinerent quality. Thus, the value of the sum msy be increased by reducing
the transmission quality without decting the network performance.

- The multi-ceil environment and related problems are not addressed. For example,
in a single-cd system, the set of linear constraints has a very simple form

and analytical expressions for the feasibility condition can be daived easily.

This follows because (2.17) has the algebraic form

where A, is the i~ row of the symmetric matrix A dehed as

with Wi = W/(7i&,min). Matrix A has a simple form and an analytical
solution for (2.17) with equality exists. Solving for ql(n), we get [48]

Positivity of the bracketed term implies

which provides the condition for not having an empty feasible set. This result
is also reported in [16]using a different approach. The structure of matrix A

does not change if we consider the transmitted power instead of the received
power and the condition (2.21) remains valid. When d e h g with mdticell systems while

working with the transmitted power pi, the matrix A is no

longer symmetric and derivation of an analytical solution is more challenging.
Moreover, the mobility of asers is restricted to a limited area and there is no
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handoff problem and corresponding complexities . In general, the analysis of
a multi-ceIl syst em is much more chdenging in al analytical, numerical, and

operational aspects.

- The proposed multimedia model does not indude a wide range of multimedia
services such as non-real- time delay-sensitive and delay-tolerant services, as

categorized in class II and III in our system model in Chapter 3. The model in
[48] considers only real-time services and, in fact, is very similar to the current

voicecommunication mobile systems except capturing variable rates and BER
requirements. Consequently, the QoS is limited to error performance, and

other important quality measares sach as delay bounds have not been taken
into account.

Although extensive academic efforts have been devoted to optimal resource management, the ground for further research and significant contributions potentially

exists in this area. As far as a true wirdess multimedia system is considered, there
is no proposed model that comprehensively supports a wide range of multimedia
applications with corresponding QoS requirements. Development of sach a model
is of great importance. For practical indoor and outdoor applications, the resource

management problem shodd be defined based on a mdti-cell system, thus, related

chdenging problems such as base station assignments shodd be contained in the
resource management process. A l g o r i t h shodd be developed to solve for the o p

timal values of the system resomces to achieve certain objectives such as m&nm

tkoughpat subject to satisfactory QoS's. The results of these developments wodd

be of great interest to tRPeless service providers.

Chapter 3

WCDMA System Mode1
A wireless network induding N users and M base stations is considered with no
pre-specified cd bordas. The task of assigning a user to a base station is combined
with reaource management. In this chapter, a detailed physical and mathematical
description of the proposed wireless multimedia CDMA system model, induding
service classes and QoS's, is presented.

3.1
3.1.1

Supported Services
Service Classes

We accommodate three classes of wireless services similar to those in [50]. Clam 1
consista of highly delay-sensitive real-tirne connections with zero delay-tolerance
such as voice and low-rate video. This class has the highest senrice priority over

the other classes.
Class II indudes non-real-time delay-sensitive services with a smaU delay bound
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(in the range of seconds) such as rernote log-in, FTP (file transfer protocol) and
similar applications associated with transport control protocols (TCP). If a channel

is u n a d a b l e or impaired by deep fading, this type of conneetion c m be queued
for a short time. This class has service priority over class III.

Class III includes delay-tolerant services such as paging, electronic mail, voice
mail, fax and data file transfer, and can be conveyed at the earliest possible tirne.
Both

CBR and VBR (variable bit rate) services are supported in each dam. A

user priority can also be defined to satisfy urgent needs of mobiles. This priority

shall be negotiated at the call initiation phase and dominates service priority.

In recent IMT-2000 proposals, e.g. [IO]-[12], similarly, three dasses of data
services are considered: low delay data bearer services

(LDD),long constrained

delay data bearer services (LCD),and unconstrained delay data bearer services

(UDD).In contrast to LCD,o u Class II services indude the whole range of short
and long delay tolerant services.

3.1.2

Quality ofservice

The mode1 supports a dass-based QoS. In the scope of this research, BER and
delay bound identûy the QoS.

Bit Error Rate
Bit error rate is a major indicator of the quality of savice and, as described in 2.1.1,
related to the average Eb/Ioat the receiver. The relation between BER and average

SIR per bit is one-twme and is specified by the type of channel coding, modulation,
and structure of the receiver. For any commtliUcation system, it is highly desirable
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to employ difE'erent techniques such as forward error correction (FEC), bandwidth-

efficient modulation, and diversity schemes to reduce the required SIR per bit and
use the available resources more efficiently. The target BER for voice and data are

typically IOw3and IO-^, respectively [IO]-(121. Lower BER'S are achievable by using

ARQ for delay-tolerant services. For example, it is shown in [51] that ARQ lowers
the required SIR per bit by more than 3 dB for enor-sensitive data requiring a

BER of IO-',

using a BCH code with a rate 617 and 4 independent diversity paths.

Under the assumption of the availability of accurate path gain estimates, ailocated
resources satisfy QoS requirements and a transmission does not take place unless
the performance is guaranteed. Therefore, ARQ is not applicable in this case. In
practice, however, a perfect path gain estimate is not available and the number

of erroneous received data bits may be higher than that could be corrected by

FEC. In this case, we assume that error-sensitive data of dasses II and III can be
retransmit ted.

Delay Bound

Each mobile data terminal of class II and class III services is assumed to have a
sufficiently large data b&

for queueing purposes. These storage elements are

necessary to b d e r outputs of the trafic sources daring their off-periods or when
the allocated rates1 are less than the source rates. Off-periods happen during situations sach as degraded channe1 conditions, handoff blocking, and local or network
congestion, and are controlled by the resource management algorithm. These services are qneued in favor of allocating more resoarces to the higher-priority services.
lin this the&, the allocated rate rd' to the symbol rate in physicaI layer. Given a coding
and modulationscheme, and the amount of overhead data, there is a one-brie rnappingbetween

-bol

rate and data rate.
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We assume that the queueing delay at a mobile terminal is the only type of delay

in the network and is controlled to not exceed a target delay bound for each user.
There are, however, other types of delay such as processing, propagation, transmission and retransmission delays that are assumed to be relatively low and negligible.

Blocking delay is not considaed withing the scope of this work. Delay bound is the
maximum tolerable delay for a particular service and varies with the type and class

of that service. We define the residual delay bound T&)
between the delay bound

( T ) and

at time n as the difierence

the total acnimulated queueing delay and service

tirne. For example, if user i starts data transmission at tirne

with a delay bound

s,at time n the residual delay bound will be T,$ ( n )= ri - (n - no). We map rti(n)
into a minimum-rate limit,

Ri,,

which guarantees the delay perfomance for each

user i and is an important parameter of the proposed model. The minimum-rate

limit is evaluated for different applications in Section 3.5.2.

3.2 Medium Access
A synchronized reverse-link WCDMA model is considered. Synchronization is assumed at the frame level.

The chip rate is fixed and the total bandwidth W is

used by all users. Information is collected from each traffic source in the form of
fixed-length packets t hat are transmit ted in synchronized, ftred-length time fiames
or transmission cycles (TC) with a perïod of

Tt.In

each packet, the number of

information symbols is determined by the docated data rate to user i times the
packet tirne daration, riTf. For example, if Tf = 10 ms, the number of aymbols p a

packet d be 1280 and 80 for docated rates of 128 ksps and 8 ksps, reepectively.

In practice, a namber of symbols are reserved for labeling, synchronization, and
packet-quality-check for retransmission p q o s e s .
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Packet Configurations

The packets can be configured in different ways as follows.
Variable Symbol Duration

In this configuration, the symbol duration is adapted to the optimum allocated rate,
given the packet length is constant. Thns, the existing tratfic sources are multi-

plexed perfectly by the optimal resource management aigorithm (Figure 3.1-a). The
cost, however, is a higher receiver complexity due to the need for a variable-impulseTransmission Cycle n ........................
...............................................

4..

4..

Transmission Cycle n+ 1
..........................................................................

Figure 3.1: Packet confqpuations: (a) variable s p b o l duration, b) fixed symbol duration, (c) repetition code. Rectsngular pulses repraent 1's and zero levels teptesent
0's.

response matched filter for optimum detection of the data in each tirne-fiame. hrthmore, data-rate information must be provided at the receivers through separate
control chsrnnels.
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Fked symbol duration
The specified number of symbols in a packet are transmitted at the maximum rate,
thus, the duty cycle of transmission varies in consecutive h e s , as suggested in

This scheme allows a less complex receiver but multiplexing of the data will not
be perfect. The best statistical multiplexing can be achieved by randomly locating
[52].

the bursts of data within the frames (time-hopping) as shown in Figure 3.1-b.

Repetition code
To preserve a perfect multipleiring while using a fixed symbol duration, repetition
codes can be employed, as proposed in [53]. In this method, each symbol is transmitted at the channel peak rate and repeated such that a 100% duty cycle is acquired.
For example, if the allocated rate is

Lm/?,
each symbol will be repeated 7 times

consecntively. Thus, the advantages of the f i s t and second methods are achieved
at the same t h e . This method requires the data rates to be allocated in disaete
values (integer multiples)

which introduces integer programming complexities to

the optimhation problem (see Figure 3.1-c).

Our system model supports all three packet structures, howeva, the third confguration with 100% duty cycle, p d e c t multiplexing and extra coding gain is our
prefkrence.

3.3
We

Physical Channel

assume that

channel variations with respect to Tf are s m d and effectively

constant daring one fiame. For medium speed mobiles in an =ban area (v

< 50

h / k )and a d e r fiequency of 1.8 GHz, the m a r i m m Doppler frequeney is
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This requires a transmission cycle less than the coherence time
of the channel, i.e., TI < 1/90 S. In an indoor wireless network, however, realfd,rnax

= 90 Hz.

time implementation of the algorithm is more feasible because fd,,

is smaller (in

the range of 10-20 Hz) and Tt can be inaeased so that a larger time is available
for the algorithm to compute and update new optimal resource values. With a
bandwidth of W = 5 MHz and a typical delay spread of Tm = 3 ps in an outdoor
microcellular environment (71, the channel is a frequency-selective fading channel
because W > l/Tm.It can be modeled by a tapped delay line with T,W

= 15 taps.

Furthermore, since the data bit duration Tb(? 1/128) ms, assuming a maximum
data rate of 128 ksps, is much larger than

Tm,the d e c t of intersymbol interference

in t his channel is negligible.

A mobile transmitted signal is impaired by this fading channel and received at
the base station with a certain path gain. The path gains are stochastic in nature
and have time-rarying values (stochastic processes).

The statistical properties of

the path gains depend on the channel characteristics. We assume that path gains
fiom the users to the base stations are given at any time. In practice, estimates of
the path gains are provided by certain measiuements in the network, for example,
by measuring the level of a reference pilot signal fiom a base station in the fornard

link and using it as the estimate of the reverse-linl gain [53]. For our analytical
and simalation purposa, we will consider path loss and shadowing d e c t s which
are modeled as an attenuation of fourth-order and a log-normal distribution [54].

3.4

Control Variables

Having kmwledge of each user's type and QoS requirement, and path gains, the re-

source management algorithm controls the transaiitted powers, p(n) = [pl (n),

9

,p~(n)],
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and transmission rates, r ( n ) = [ r t ( n ) , ,r N ( n ) ]over
,
the best base station assign-

ment al(n)= [a:(n),

e e e

,aN(n)],such that

each user meets its reguired error and

delay performance, while the network throughput is maximized, and the number of
handoffs is controiled at a desired level.
We d e h e a time-dependent variable h(n) as the number of handoffs. A handoR
process is initiated only when the new assignment for a user i is different from the
previous assignment, that is, af.(n)# a$

- 1).

Therefore, the number of handoffs

at tirne n cm be evaluated as
N

where fhVi(n)is defined as

hi(.)

wit h 1 and j E (1,

a, =

=

{

1 if

a!(n) # ai(n

- 1)

O if cij(n) = c i ( n - i),

,MN). Using a binary assignment variable bik, defined as
1 if user i is assigned to base station k
O otherwise,

the handoff variable h can be denoted as

The aigorithm apdates these control variables at the begiaaing of each Bame.
The rate vector t ( n ) represents the data rate of the signals &a coding and moddation. If charnel coding with rate r d is employed with a modulation scheme
with spectral efliciency of 1 bit/s/Ha, the actaal data rate for tuer i is r d x r(n).
We assume that enough data is availabie at the mobile terminal queue to load a
complete tirne hame based on the allocated rate. Otherwise, a small proportion
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of the network resources will be wasted. As described in Chapter 4, this problem is addressed from a wireless service provider perspective and formulated as an
optimisation problem.

3.5

Control Strategy

A major task of the resource management algorithm is to satisfy QoS requirements
for aU users by optimal allocation of the a d a b l e resources. QoS's are controlled
as follows.

3.5.1

BER control

The VSG concept, as desaibed in Section 2.5, is applicable in our mode1 because
the chip rate is constant and packet loads vary according to the allocated data
rate. Thus, increasing power and/or deaeasing data rate reduces the BER. The

BER requirement is reflected in the target SIR per bit and given by the vector
7 = [yl,---,7N].
To attain the target

SIR pet bit, dinerent streams of data

can

use various coding schemes. A convolutional code with rate 113 and constraint
length 9 is w d known for voice services requiring a BER of 10-3 and used in 1s-

95 and proposed for the next generation wireless systems. For data applications,
however, more interest is shown in turbo codes with a typical rate of 113 [IO, 121.
Our resource management algorithms use 7 as the target SIR p a bit. The coding

schemes and receiver stmcture are transparent to the algorithms.
Another means to control BER in variable-rate transmission is the use of diffa-

ent coding rates at each fiame. A lower coding rate reduces the required average

SIR per bit for a s p e d c BER but, at the same tirne, adds more redundancy into
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the data and increases the service tirne which may afect the delay performance. We

will control the BER by varying the power and data rate for each user. Employing
variable coding rate needs furthes investigations and can be part of the future work.
As explained previously in this chapter, with accurate knowledge of path gains,

BER performance is guaranteed with the allocated power and rate. In a practical
situation, where path gains are not accurate, a received the-frame may have a

BER higher than the target value. In this case, the packet will be retransmitted
(ARQ) for class II and III services with very low BER requirements.

3.5.2

Delay control

Delay performance reqairements are controlled by setting s p e d c limits on the

minimum rate,

&"(R)

= [RI,-(n),

-

,RNain(n)],docated to each user. This

minimum-rate limit is tirne-varying for dass 1and II services and captures the delay
requirement of the service. In the following, we derive a mathematical expression
for the minimum-rate limit in c e r t a i n applications.

Minimum-Rate Limits
One of the main features of our multimedia system mode1 is to accommodate di5
ferent delay performance requirements by appropriate control of the trm&ssion

rates.

The control policy is to set a dynamic lower bound on the data rate and map

the delay bound onto this lower limit. The advantage is that the network is able to
span the service time of a user and exploit the unused resources more efficiently.

The delay bound varies kom zero to infinitr. AU elass 1 services have zero delay
tolerance. In this case the minimum rate camot be less than the source rate

T,,
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otherwise, the c d must be dropped. Therefore,

For class III services, the delay tolerance is unlimited. That is, the network can
postpone any class III services until there are enough resources available and all
class I and II are taken care of. Therefore, for this category

The problem of calculating &,min rises when O < ~i< oo, i.e., for dass II senrices.

We discuss this problem for two different

cases. The first case covers the situa-

tions where a user intends to transfer a specific amount of data, as in FTP and
transmission of stored images or video files and can tolerate a certain amount of
delay. The second case indudes applications such as electronic talk, remote login,
and other on-line sesvices where the total amount of data to be transmitted is not

readily known. Thas, the network should set a limit on the average delay to maintain a certain delay performance. In what follows, mathematical expressions for
the minimum-rate limit are derived for the above applications.

File transfer applications - Assaming that user i wants to transmit a total
amount of data Di with a maximum tolerable delay

Ti,

the data rate at t h e n

should satisfy

where

4-

is the maximtm channel rate. Asstiming the service to aser i started

at t h e 0, the minimum required time to transmit Di amount of data is

z(0)=

Di/&-. With a delay bound ri,the transmission time can be spanned fiom %(O)
to q, where ne have assumed ri 2 z(0).At time n + 1, the residual delay bound
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is given as

The minimum required t h e to transmit the residual amount of data is equal to

The necessary condition for the delay performance to be met is

Substituting (3.8) and (3.9) in (3.10) and solving for ï i ( n ) ,we get

ri(n) 2

Di

n-1

TI

j=o

-- x r i ( j ) -

(c- Ti

) for n > O .

1

Comparing (3.7) and (3.I l ) , the desired lower bound is derived as

Di

n-1

&,-(n) = - - (

Tf

j

-

(

5

-

-

1

,

for n > O .

(3.12)

O,

The delay bound for this category of applications can &O be maintained by
setting a constant minimu-rate limit as

By this approach, the service is practicdy restated aa a C k s s 1 CBR services. If

the network has s d c i e n t available capacity, the constant minimum-rate limit nill
parantee the delay boand. Otherwise, it wiU be more likely to have an infeasible
solution and a higher dropping rate.
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On-line applications - Let ravi,Tf,i, fi, and Fi be the source rate, delay incurred

in a fiame, average delay, and average delay bound, respectively. During the nth
tirne-dot, the Iower bound on the delay in a fiame is

By definition we have

Using (3.14) and the objective that Fi (n) 5 Fi, we can conclude

The right hand aide of (3.16) gives the minimum-rate limit for on-line applications.

In both cases, the initial value of
bound from O to

Ri,.

should be set depending on the delay

Foi example, if q or fi is v a y low, &*-(O)

must be set

at a large value, otherwise, it can be set at O or a small value.
The right hand sides of (3.12) and (3.16) can be a negative value which implies
that the residual delay is sdciently large and the service can be delayed at tirne
n. To avoid a negative rate, n e set the minimum-rate limit at max[O, &,-(n)] in
our mathematical programming problem.
Hence, the required lower bound on the data rate can be npdated regulatly in

terms of the knoum parameters Di, ri, 6, T f ,and

a-.

It is &O reqaired to store

the s u m of previous docated rates for this parpose which is quite practicd
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3.6
3.6.1

Physical Constraints
Maximum Rate

The transmission rates are subject to sn upper Mt,

= [RI,,,,

,RN,,],

to preserve an acceptable processing gain. In our model, a typical value of the radio

channel bandwidth is 5 MHz and typical values of the maximum rate are 128 and
256 ksps per PN code. The latter rate is the equivalent physical rate for the

LCD

service in [IO]and can be used for cornparison purposes.

High data-rate requirements are supported by asing additional PN codes, as
suggested by the multi-code technique (55, 561, and accomplished by employing
pardel channels (codes). Thus, total capacity of the network can be docated to

one user if there are no other service requests and the user has sufficient data to
transmit. These pardel channels undergo exactly the same physical paths and
experience the same channel impairments. As a result, the received signals can be
detected by a unifonn receiver structure, e.g., a RAKE receiver with exactly the
same number of taps and equal coefficients. The synchronization and sequence of

data in pardel c h a ~ e l sare not distorted because the network resource controller
allocates equal resources to each channel due to the same channel characteristics.

3.6.2

Maximum Power

In a reai system, mobile transmitted power is subject to a certain maximuni level
due to its physical chsrscteristics. For example, a vehicular mobile terminal is able
to boost more power than a mobile handset with strictly limited size and weight. To
simplify the analysis and avoid the complexity of integer progrrimming, we assume
that the mobile transmitter output can vary continuody and provide any power
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level prescribed by the power control algorithm within a specified limit. In practice,

however, the mobile transmitter power output is set to a numbei of discrete levels.

In the next chapter, we will study the effect of this ~ssumptionon the resource
allocation performance. The minimum power is set to zero for all users. This
assumption is necessary for non-real-time services because they might be delayed
at a particular time without any transmission. This requires that their powers and
rates to be set to zero at certain times. But for a real-time service, zero power is
equivalent to dropping the c d . In Chapter 4, we s h d see that the rate constraints
do not d o w a zero power for a real-the user.

Wireless System Throughput and Capacity

3.7

As pointed out in Chapta 2.5 on page 28, the sam

xEl

Ti

does not properly r e p

resent the network throughput and spectral efficiency in mdtimedia applications.
For further elaboration, consider two bit rates

n

and

72, respectively.

Assuming

TI

< r2

TI

and

and rs with Eb/Io requirements

71

> n,it is obvious that

network resources are required to accommodate r l than
tribution in the s u m

CE, ri.

~1

while

more

has less con-

TI

A qnantity such as the transmission rate weighted

by the SIR per bit requirement is capable of removing such an ambigaity in the
sum

xgl ri and representing the throaghpnt more precisdy. Thus, r ~ r and
l

72Ta

are measares of both data rates and transmission qaalities. In compatison with
the conventional measure

z1for single service applications, the sum El7iri
Ti

qaantitatively indudes a scaling factor and is not compatible with the conventional
sum.

A saitable measare of the throughpat for multimedia must be equivalent to

xElri when applied to single-medium. One way to accoant for the scaling factor
in the prodact is dividing the product-sum by the average SIR per bit of the u s a s
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in the network. Thus, the network throughput will be equal to

CE, T i $SIR

per

bit requirements of ail users are the sarne.
Definition 1 The network throughput R, in symbol per second, is defined as the
sum of the transmission rates weighted by the Eb/ la requirements normalized over
the average t arget Eb / Io's as

whae 7 = $ xZY=,
ri. The ce22 th~oughputR, is deiined as R / M and the normalized
throughpvt refers to the throughput per unit of bandwidth per c d ( R / W / M or

&/W).Consequently, the network capacity C , cell cupucity Cc, and nonnalized
capacity C
, refer to the maximum achievable network t hroughput , cell t hroughput,
and normalized throughput, respectively.

3.8

Summary

In this chapter, the physical and mathematical description of onr model is laid
out in as mach detail as required within the scope of our r e s e d .

The resource

management algorithms are developed based on this model. hither elaborstions
on the system model will be provided as necessary.

Chapter 4

Optimal Resource Management
In this chapter, a mat hematical programming model based on our research objective
and the proposed system model is developed. A service-provider perspective is

selected to f o r d a t e the objective fanction. It relates the network revenue and
cost to

the system resources and control variables. The QoS requirements and

physical limitations constitute the set of constraints. The structure of the problem is

analyzed and, to some extent ,simplified. This analysis is followed by a discussion of
the type of variables as continuous or integer. This is essential in the mathematical
programming problem and it s computational complexity.

4.1

Mathematical Programming Mode1

A wireleas multimedia network has limited resources which m u t be shared among
a large number of users with difFerent sorts of demands.

This resource sharing

is to be managed dciently so that the network resomces are utiîized mai8mally

and every user's need is satisfied. This goal may be translated into mathemati-
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c d programming problems wit h different formulations. For example, an objective
function derived for a non-profitable wkeless computing network in a campus may
be different from that of a commercial public wireless service provider, although
both providers seek maximum effiuency. Thus, the definition of an objective function is commonly considered a subjective issue and depends on the application

and the nature of the problem. A brief background on optimisation is provided in
Appendix A.

4.1.1

Objective Function

We are interested in a network which provides multimedia services such as voice,
data, low-rate Mdeo, internet connections, and on-line services to the public. Our
research is an attempt to formulate the problem of resource management in a

CDMA-based system from a public-service-provider perspective. It only indudes
the wkeless link and does not capture the related issues in an end-teend basis. In

this perspective, the overall wireless network a c i e n c y should somehow be related
to the profit made. Therefore, we identify the main sources of revenue and clifferent
costs involved in service provisioning, and express o u objective in the form of

rnmrimking the profit, that U, the difference between the revenue and costs.

Revenue - Without going into details of commercial issues, we consider that
the network revenue is directly proportional to the total data rate weighted by the
QoS's provided in the network. In practice, however, there are different pricing

policies under diff'ent plam which are negotiated at the t h e of subscription of
each mobile user. These plans nsually consider a combination of the air-the, fixed

monthly f w , and other parameters which are beyond the scope of this research.

Our pricing scheme is based on the followhg propositions:
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1. The network revenue fiom each user is directly proportionai to its transmission
rate.

2. Lower BER services utilize more resources (power) and are proportiondy
more expensive.

3. Services with higher delay tolerances are less expensive because of th& flex-

ibility in time which helps the resource management center (RMC)to span
their service times and exploit the unused resources more efficiently. We r e

alize that the tolerable delay for each service may vary with time, theref'ore,
the revenue is a function of time in general.

The above propositions imply that the cost for a user to transmit a bit of data
over the wireless network is a fuaction of the required BER quality, transmission

speed, and its delay-tolerance level. Selection of a fanction to relate these factors is
a subjective issue and can be decided by different service providers differently. This

issue has not been addressed in the literature so far. In what follows, we derive
a typical prieing fanction to formulate the resource management problem. The
second proposition should be captured by a monotonicdy-inaeasing function of
the required SIR per bit or a monotonically-decreasing fanction of the target BER.
Such a fùnction in hear form can be eqaal to ri, thus, transmission of a bit with SIR

requirement of 10 will cost twice that of one sequiring an SIR of 5. The hinetion
to capture delay tolerances in the range of O to oo shodd be a monotonicallydeaeasing fnnction of the residnd delay bound and cover the whole range of non-

negative numbers. An exponential fanction satides these requirernents. It also ha3
the flexîbility to be shaped as desired by the service provider.
expressed as [A
semices to

This fnnction can be

+ B exp(-.r,i(n)/ D)]and varies fiom A + B for zero delay tolerant

A for aPümited delay tolerant

services.

A, B and D are positive r d
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constants. A is used to prevent the function from being 0. and B and
used to shape the function as desired.
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D can be

The value of these parameters are set equdy

to 1 in our simulations in Chapter 5. Thus, a real-tirne service is more expensive
t han a delay-insensitive service by a factor of (A

+ B)/ A for the same BER. The

rate of change in price is controlled by D. For small values of D, the price of

delay-insensitive services drops faster and vice versa. The above functions can be
combined in many ways.

W e incorporate these functions in the pricing fanction in

the form of coefficients Ai for the allocated rates. These coefficients represent the
price of a transmitted bit as a h c t i o n of its QoS. Thus,
N

Total Revenue =

C &(n)ri (n)
â=l

where

Costs - Many expenses are incurred in a wireless network operation. Within the

scope of this work, only resource-related costs which are aEected by and expressed as
a fnnction of the existing variables in ont problem are taken into account. A major
cost for the network operation is the namber of handoffi. Each handoff is associated

with additional signalings for establishing a new connection and tramferring the
user's information (such as the new base station assignment) to the network data
base. We mmap the network signaling overhead to a certain cost and define Ah as
the cost per handoff, therefore, the handoff cost at time n is Ahh(n), where h(n)

is d&ed

in (3.1) and (3.4). Ah is a constant and is assamed to be the same for

all services

and equd to 1 in our simulations in the next chapter. It is adjustable

and &ected by many factors in the network. We assume Ah is predetermined and
known.
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Profit - The overall profit is
N

&(n)ri(n)- Ahh(n)

Total profit =
i= 1

and our objective is to maximize this profit subject to satisfying the service requirements for aU users.

4.1.2

Constraints

The set of constraints includes the lower and upper bounds for the power and
rate vectors, upper bounds for the number of handoEs, and the

SIR reqairernents.

Among these bounds, only L h ( n ) is time-variant and must be updated per tirne
fiame.

As described in Chapter 2, E s / l pin a CDMA system must satisfy the condition

Similar to [48], we

are interested in avoiding over-spending network resources be-

yond the required levd for each mobile; thns, the equality in (4.4) would provide
snfncient conditions to achieve the target BER.Rearrmging (4.4) m o u d the equal-

ity sign and omitting the time indices to simplify the notations, we get

Equation (4.5) forms a system of

N non-linear quadratic equations with 2N vari-

ables. In the following, we re-arrange this equation in the algebraic quadratic form.
Let
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where

are linear and quadratic terms of

$, respectively. Thus, $ can be written in an

algebraic form as

where

and / is the transpose sign. In (4.16), the partitions 0 and

Ci are N x N

matrices.

The 0 partition is an ail-zero matrix. In c!, the only nonzero column is column i
with elements

We notice that

and Ci are fanctions of the path gains and are s p e d e d by the

type of assignments and propagation conditions.

Now n e can sumrnarize the defined optimization problem as in Figure 4.1 where
h and & are defined in (3.1,3.4) and (4.2), respectively. The objective function
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subject to

Figure 4.1:

The original mat hematical programming problem

maximires the total profit at time n in terms of the variables p, r , and h over

all assignment vectors a' E S where S is the set of

all feasible assignments.

In

other words, for every assignment vector a nonlinear subproblem should be solved.

It should be noted that in an exhaustive solution process, h is constant because
at any tirne the m e n t and previous assigriment veetors are known. Having this
knowledge, h is known and does not enter into the optimization process. The
cardinality of S satisfies ISI

5 M N and

can

be astronomically large. In other

words, the problem has a max-mar structure consisting of a nonlinear programming

(NLP)subproblem and an assignment problem. Therefore, o u problem should be
categorized as an NLP large scde optimüation problen
The NLP subproblem has a linear objective fnnction and a set of qaadratic
constraints and can be categorized as a quadratic problem. Theorems 2 and 3 in

Appendix A.l state that if the quadratic form is positive semidefinite, it is convex
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and converges to a global optimum. That is, if Ci' in Figure 4.1 is positive semidefinite, a global optimum is guaranteed and the problem can be solved efficiently,

that is, with a fast convergence to the global optimum.

The following corollary,

however , proves t hat Cil is indefinite.

Corollary 1 The quadratic constraint

is indehite.

Proof: Using Definition 3 in Appendix A.l, it is enough to show that Ci' is indefinite. For any non-zero vector y E P2N we have

(N+ i)2hand jurelement of vector y, respectively.
The value of (4.19) can be either positive or negative. For example, it is positive

where y ~ and
6

if y ~ + and
i

yj

are the

yj have différent signs

and negative if both have equd signs for all

j 'S. Therefore, ytC,'y is neither positive semidehite nor negative semidefinite, but

indefinite.

0

An indefinite quadratic problem is non-convex, and global optimization of a linear objective function subject to indefinite quadratic constrainta is an NP-complete

problem [58]. Problems with this type of structure are difncult to solve both for
global and local optima [77,58]. Ushg the concept of equivalent mathematical p r e

gramming, as defined in Appendix A.l Definition 5, we attempt to h d equivalent
problems with certain preferences in their structures. These prderences are: (1)
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linearity, (2) convexity or quasi-convexity (see Definition 3), (3) convexity in feasi-

ble space, (4) diagonality and/or sparsity of the Hessian rnatrix (see Definition 2) of
the nonlinear functions, respectively [28, 77, 581.

The first two types of structures

guarantee that a local optimum is the global optimum and are the most desirable

structures for our problem. The third type is prefmed due to the possibility of

checking for the existence of a feasible solution, and availability of many algorithms
which efficiently find at least a local optimum over a convex feasible search space.
One important feature of the third type is that we can readily check for the existence of a feasible solution (not optimal), e.g. by running the fiïst phase of the

simplez method l . This property is very useful especially when dealing with a large
scale problem such as ours.

The fourth type of stncture can be solved with less

computational complexity by many algorithms that use the second-orda partial
derivatives to find the optimum solution.
As an alternative mathematical programming problem, similar to [48], we substitute the value of ri fiom (4.5) to the objective fanction and rate constraint i~
Figure 4.1 which resdts in another mathematical mode1 as shown in Figure 4.2,
where i E (1,

,N). In the mathematical programming of Figure 4.2, the rider

of variables is rednced and the constraints are linearized. On the other hand, the
objective function alters fiom a hear form to a complex nonlinear fiactional structure. In the next chapter, we will take necessary steps to reach the most efficient
solution for the problem in Figure 4.2 for single- and multi-cd systems.

'The simplex method is a practical way to solve liaear optimisation problems. The firat phase
of thia method checks for the feaaibility condition [29] and is able to find out whethm the feasible
set is an empty set (see Appendix A.2).
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subject to

Figure 4.2: An equivalent mathematical programming with linear feasible space

4.2

Mode1 Variables: Integer or Continuous?

In order to solve the developed mathematical prograuuning problem in Figure 4.2,
a fundamental question to be addressed is whether the model variables are integrai

or continuous. Technologically and practically, the alloeated power and data rate

have a discrete nature and, in principle, they shodd be regarded as integer variables
and solved accordingly. But it is well known that integer problems are inherently
much harder to solve than the corresponding continuous problems. Mathematicdy,

integer models involve many times more caldation in their solution. While, for
example, a linear problem with thousands of constraints and variables can almost
certainly be solved in a reasonable amount of time, a similar situation does not
hold for an integer linear problem. A great deal of dort is exerted to avoid integer
programming in model building (591. An immediate suggestion to solve an integer
or mixed-intega problem, therefore, is to solve the relaxed problem and round off
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any non-integer variable to the nearest integer . Obviously, this approach may result

in other problems such as infeasibility of the rounded values and being quite far
fiom the optimal integer solution. In this section, we d l examine the effect of
relaicing power and rate variables in our problem. If we are able to show or develop

some condition so that the rounded solution is

1. feasible, and

2. dose enough to the optimum,
then, we can deal with the power and rate variables as being continuons and, thus,
reduce the computational complexity in a large scale. We condnct this investigation

for power and rate variables independently using a d a b l e data fiom the solution
for a single-cd, as derived in the next chapter.

4.2.1

Data Rate Variables

For the feasibility of the rounded solution, the follonring corollary defines the direction of rounding to guarantee the feasibility condition.

Corollary 2 Any allocated rate r is feasible if
~

~

~

~

~

~

where r- is the optimal rate.

Proof: The SIR constraint in Equation (4.4) implies that

C

p

t

,
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rqt is the closest value of r to the hard limit r ,

Any r
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that satisfies the SIR constraint.

5 rqt that does not violate the SIR constraint, that is r

> rmin,is feasible.

O

Therefore, taking the floor of any calcdated continuous

T

gives a set of feasible

disaete rates that can be allocaked to users. The floor can be taken with respect
to a set of defined rate levels.

The next step is to find out how the rounding procedwe af'fects the network
throughput and how many rate levels are needed to not lose too much throughput.

For this purpose, we use the results of a large namber of runs for a single c d with
40 users reqairing a target Es/ Io of 3.3 dB, under the condition as specified in
Table 5.2 on page 91. The throughput versus the nnmber of rate levels is depicted
in Figure 4.3.

This figure shows that the throughput loss decreases as the number

of rate levels increases. It can be seen that with more than 28 levels, the loss is
fairly dose to zero and for 2? levels, it is less than 3 percent. Thus, a larger nurnber
of rate levels favors higher spectral utilkation as well offering high flexibdity.

4.2.2

Power Variables

Unlike the rate variables, there is no guarantee that the rounded power levels satisfy
the feasibility condition. On the one hand, any inaease in the power level of a
user increases the interference level in the network, thus degrading the SIR per
bit for some other users and increasing the probability of not maintainhg the
target SIR per bit (ideasible solution). On the other hand, deaeasing power for a
user, while mitigating the communication quality for other asas, degrades its own

communication condition. Therefme, statistid methods should be employed to
express the d e c t of the rounding off process. One way is to round off continuous
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Figure 4.3: Throughput versus disaetized rate.
solutions in a large n d a of runs with respect to different sets of discrete power
levels and find the percentile of infeasible cases. Snch resdts are derived using the
same data as in the case of data rates and sketched in Figure 4.4. According to
this figure, if the nnmber of power levels exceeds 26, the corresponding discretized
power levels will be valid with a probability close to one. Regardhg the reqaired

nnmber of power levels in CDMA mobile terminah, the carrent American standard
IS-95 preseribes 128 levels, which lies within the desirable range.
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Figure 4.4: Feasibility versus dketized powu.

4.3

Summary

In this chapter, a mathematical programming problem is devdoped to maximize
the network profit while satisSing the service qualities and physical constraints. A
proposed pricing scheme is used to map the weighted throughput onto the network
revenue. We also observed that if the numba of rate levels is more than 128, at a
cost of less than 3 percent of the throughput, we can treat rate variables as contin-

uous and fiee our mathematical programming problem fiom integer programming
complexities. Similady, the same approach can be taken with respect to power
variables if the namber of discretized power levels is more than 64. Different a p
proaches to solving the mathematical programming problem will be disciursed and

examined in the next chapter.

Chapter 5
Resource Allocation Algorit hms
In this chapta, o u attempt is to efficiently solve the mathematical programming
problem, as derived in the previous chapter and presented in Figure 4.2, in single
and multi-cd systems. A deskable solution must be efficient in the sense that it

is globally optimum or very close to it and, needs low computational complexity.
We have tried different approaches to achieve such a solution. In the following, a
description of the solution process is presented in detail.

5.1

Single-Ce11 Solution

Optimal resource management for a single-cd system, sapporting only Class I
services, is addressed in [48] as reported in Chapter 2. Their formuiation of the
problem is a speual case of o u mathematical mode1 described in Figure 4.2.

This

speual case is solved in [48] employing the gradient projection method for nonlinear
problems. It is reported that the algorithm converges to local minima in certain
cases. These local minima imply that the problem is non-convex. No s p e d c soln-
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tion is proposed in the literature to overcome this problem except trying different

initial values.

5.1.1

Mathematical Model for a Single Cell

In the following lemma and theorem, we prove the existence of an efficient and
convex solution for the mathematical programming problem in Figure 4.2 for a
single ceIl(M = 1)if the number of users is large enough ( N >> 1). In other words,
our optimization problem can be translated into a linear programming problem for
a singlecd environment.

Lemma 1 For N

» 1 and M = 1, there exists an equivalent linear program (LP)

for the optimization problem in Figure 4.2.

Proof: When M = 1, all users are assigned to a single cell and the large set of M~
assignments reduces to one. Thus, there is only one path gain for user i which can
be expressed as p. In addition, the d u e of h is zero because no handoff takes place.

Thus, the mathematical program in Figure 4.2 reduces to its singleceIl version as
in Figure 5.1. For a large N, the approximation

is valid. By this approximation, the summation in the objective fpnction becomes
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subject to

Figure 5.1: Mathematical programming for single-cd systems
where

Thus, the problem in Figure 5.1 can be written in a

new s t ~ c t u r eas shown in

Figure 5.2. According to Definition 6 in Appendix A.1, the new structure is a
linear fiactional programming (LFP) problem.
Theorem 4 in Appendix A proves that for any LFP problem, there exists an

LP problem. Using this theorem, the LFP problem in Figure 5.2 is
equivalent t o the LP problem in Figure 5.3, where u and y are defined as

equivalent

y = up*

Therefore, resource management in a single cell is modeled as an LP problem which

can be solved efficiently by

LP methods.

CI
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subject to

Figure 5.2: Linear fractional programming for single-cd systems

subject to

Ri,.
wigi

Ri,,

IY
L ~
wgi

Figure 5.3: Linear programming mode1 for single-cell systmur
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5.1.2

Single-Cell Capacity

The following corollary gives a mathematicai expression for the cell capacity.
Coroilary 3 The capacity of a single cd is W/q.

Proof: The throughput of a single cd,as defined in Definition 1 on page 46, is

In wnting (5.8), the SIR constraint (4.4) on page 51 has been used. Equation
(5.9) is derived using the approximation (5.2) on page 62 for a large N and the
assumption that

r)

is negligible with respect to the interference term. Therefore,

the c d capacity is

Thus, in a populated and interfkrenc~limitedc d the capacity is independent of
the s y s t a n parameters such as P-,

LI
N and g. It is dected by the bandwidth

and error performance requirement. In a single service case, where

is unique for

dl users, the above capacity ia eqaivalent to what has been given in [6] in tams of
the number of users in the cd.

5.1.3

Numerical Results

The optimal resource management algorithm for a singledl systern has been implemented as a linear program in MATLAB.A prelimînary assamption is that c d
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admission control independently takes care of the number of users in the system.

It is required that at any time the inequdty

be valid. The c d admission control should keep controlling this requirement when
admitting new users. When there is no feasible solution, part of the network resources should be released to serve carrent users. One way is to remove a usa
and rerun the algorithm to seek for a feasible solution. A priority management c m

be applied for this purpose. The priority level of each user can be negotiated at
c d initiation. Another way is to remove the user who is using a relatively high

amount of resoarces in the network, e.g., a user who is in a deep fading condition.

The removal process can be delayed for a short time if the cd can tolerate small
interruptions equal to a few fiame intervals.
The algorithm works as shown in Figure 5.4. The numericd results for h o
different scenarios including Class III services are presented in this section.

First Simulation Scenario

In the first scenario, 50

users are admitted into the c d

and no new user will

be added during th& service times. The mers are randomly located in a 4kmwide square c d with d o m distribution. The base station is located at the
center of the c d . All usas are assurned to be in the standstill state during th&
communications, thas, the time frame can be set at a relatively larger period such
as

,&
,

Tt = 1 sec. The system parameters are set at: W = 5 MHz,
= 128 kbps, and Pi,-

7i = 10 dB,

= 1. 'Ikamsmissions are assamed to follow a fourth-

order log-linear propagation law (no shadoning). Each user has a stored data or
image file to transmit. The size of these files, &a encoding and using a modulation
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Set Fixed Parameters

Update Time-Varying

Management

Figure 5.4: Singlecd solution flow chart.

with the spectral efficiency of 1 bit/sec/Hz, are d o r m l y diatributed with mean
500 kbits and standard deviation 96 kbits. The transmission starts at t h e n = O
and continues until every user in the network has sent its file. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the allocated resources (power and rate), the residnal amount of data, and the
interference seen at each fkame by tkee selected mers with path gains g.1 = .Il,
g13 = -03, and gag

= 90.3. Users numba 13 and 29 have the lowest and highest path

gains, respectively. It is fomd that the reqaired tirne to cornplete the transmission

for all users is 57 frames. User 29 is s h e d in a short t h e (3 fiames) due to a

high allocated rate. User 13 is the k t user being serviced in the network. It can
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also be observed that:

- if a mobile is able to transmit at the maximum rate, it is allocated the minimum
power that satisiies the target BER;

- if a mobile is not able to transmit at the maximum rate, it is docated maximum
power to achieve the highest rate that satisfies the target BER;

- all users have a share in the network resources and communicate reliably although
the* throughput may be very srnaIl. For example, in Figure 5&a, the de
cated rates to users #2 and #13 at the time of starting th& services (n=8

and 15) are in the range of a few kbps.

To illustrate the behavior of the algorithm when Class 1 and II services exist,
we change the service status of users 2 and 3 to Class II and

1, respectively. Under

the very same conditions, we assume that user 2 has a delay boand of 20 sec. That
is, user 2 must be serviced within 20 t h e h e s rather than 46 as in the previous
case.

Figures 5.6-a and -b depict the allocated rates and residual data for this user

in the new condition.

It can be seen that by the end of the 20* time frame, the

data is tranderred successfiiüy. The effect of this change on user 13 is a slight delay
equal to one fiame. User 29 has not been dected. In the other test, user 13 is
assumed to be served as a Clats 1 CBR savice with a rate of 64 kbps. Figures 5.6-c

and -d show the same data in this case. While satisfactory service has been offered
to user 13, i.e., a constant 64 kbps rate during the service tirne, user 29 is not
afFected but the service time for user 2 has increased slightly. In both cases, when

additional resources are allocated to s p e d c users, other usas in the netnork will
experïence more s d c e delay due to the decrease in the available system resoacces.
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Figure 5.5: Wocated resources, residual data, and the t o t d interference seen by thme
seiected users out o f 50

Class ïII users.
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Figure 5.6: Aiiocated rates and residual data in the presence of one Class II
and one Class 1 user (c and d).

(a and

b)
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Second Simulation Scenario

In the second scenario, the number of admitted

cab

increases from a single c d

to 50 calls. The network throughput and s u m of the allocated powers versus the
number of users, with and without discretization, are sketched in Figure 5.7. For

discrete allocation, since the throughput and power sum are case dependent, the
aggregate results for 50 independent nuis are illustrated. Each dotted h e presents
the sum of the allocated rates and powers for 50 dormly-distributed users in the
cd.

The observations can be summarized as:

1. The network throughput saturates at a certain level. This level for continuous
resource docation is equal to the capacity since

w

= - 5nab
-

7

10

- 500 kbps

For disaete resource allocation with 128 rate levels, the c d throughput is

less than the capacity. This reduction on average is 3.4 percent for 50 users
in the cd.

2. There are no dropped calls.

3. The namber of admitted Class III users can be fairly large, assaming that the
cross correlations betareen each user's PN code and other u s a s ' are negligible.
However, admitting too many c a b into the network has several drawbacks.

One is the increase in the computation time which grows with N in polynomial
time. Another d r a w b d is that the allocated rates become v a y s m d due to
the limited system capacity.
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Dismtired Rates

1

Figure 5.7: Throughput and power sum variations with the number of users for continuous and disaete resource allocation.

4. A lower maximum rate resdts in a lover capacity utilization because for very

low traflic, despite availability of resoarces and capacity, users are unable to
take on as many resources as they need.

This problem will not

show up if

mnlti-code transmission is used and the numba of PN codes is replaced by

the namber of users in Figure 5.7. The issue of different bounds on the cell
thronghput will be elaborated more in the next section.

5. Regarding the solution when power and rate variables are conti~uous,as N
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increases, the interference seen by each user increases. TQkeep a target SIR
per bit for a single c d , the remedy is to inaease the power and/or deuease

the rate. Since our resource management dgonthm tends to m e z e the
network throughput , it tries to compensate for the additional interference
with extra power. Once the output power has reached the maximum level,
the algorithm starts to decrease the rate. When the network throughput
saturates, i.e., the capauty is reached, all active users are allocated the max-

imum power; thus, the total allocated power grows linearly with the nümber
of u s a s . In this case, the SIR per bit can be written as

where it is assumed that the maximum power is equal for all users. It is interesting to note that in a populated single-cd system, a user's throughpat is
almost independent of the output powers implying that the same throughput
can be achieved by lower power levels as well if q is negligible.

6. When the rate and power values are discretized, a slight deaease in the c d

throughpat is observed. This is the outcorne of the rounding procedure which
g r o n s with the numba of users. Overall, the reduction has not exceeded

4% of the throughpat for less than 50 users in the c d . The &ect on the
power sum, howevet, is favorable and results in a lower tranamitted power
in the c d . It happens due to avoiding resource allocation to those users

which have very s m d share in the c d throughput ( s m d rates below the
first disaetization level) but transmit at their maximum power. Therefore,

disuetization results in a more power-eflîcient algorithm. Xn other words,
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continuous resource allocation is less power-efficient as many users transmit
at maximum rate whiie transmitting small data rates.

Comparison with Previous Work

We described the previous related work (481 in Chapter 2. For further performance
evaluation, it is helpfd to compare our results from the LP algorithm with what has
been reported in [48]. We adapt our system parameters to the simulation condition
of [48] to maicimize Ci ri. In their simulation, a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, a number
of voice users with a minimum rate of 8 kbps and SIR per bit of 5 and data users
requiring a minimum rate of 4 kbps with 7 = 8 are considered. The rnaximtlfn
received powers at the receivers are 1 and 0.5 watts, respectively. Indices v and d
are uaed to r e k to the resource values for voice and data users. For example, N.,
qd,

T,

represent number of voice users, received power of data users, and data rate

of voice users, respectively. Table 5.1 presents the resdts given in [48] together with
ours.

The unit of data rate is kbps. Our single-cell solution (the LP dgorithm) can
Table 5.1: Comparison resuits.

No. of Users

Results from (481

be compared with that in [48] as f o ~ w s :

II

Our Resdts

11
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Supported services: The LP algorithm supports Class II services and covers a

wider range of multimedia applications.
Global convergence: In [48], a nonlinear programming problem is solved by
the gradient projection method which finds a local optimum and there is
no parantee to find the global optimum without additional precautions and
complexity. Our single-cell solution is unique and globally optimum as a result
of solving an LP problem.
Computational complexity: An exact cornparison in terms of computational
complexity is not feasible without knowledge of the method and implementation details. In general, it is well known that an NLP problem is more
complex than an LP problem of the same size. In particular, gradient projection method is a feasible direction method to project the gradient into the
feasible space. In (481, it is said that 40 to 100 iterations are needed for their

NLP algorithm to converge to a local maximum. To project the gradient
onto the feasible space, a namber of mat& multiplications and inversions are

If the linear feasible space is defined by Az = Q, (AAr)-l is one
of the necessary computations in each itaation [?y]. Using MATLAB, this
operation for N, = 25 and Nd = 1 needs at least 83 H o p (floating point o p

required.

erations). Regardhg the number of iterations, 3.3 to 8.3 Mflop computation
is needed in total. The same problem is solved by our LP algorithm with

766.1 H o p in MATLAB. When we consida other necessary opaations for

the gradient projection method, the advantage of our singlt+cell solution in
terms of low computational complexity wïil be clearer.

Performance: In general, the global solution of our

LP algorithm m u t provide

a higher performance in terms of the sam of allocated rates (Citi). This has
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been validated in Table 5.1, except for the first result.

The exception c m

be explained based on the approximation made in linearizing the problem

in Figure 5.1.

The approximation ( N >> 1) affects the resdts for smder

numbers of usas in the cell.

5.2

Multi-Ce11 Solution

In a multi-cd environment (general case), the mathematical propamming problem in Figure 4.2 must be solved for any feasible assignment. That is, solving an

NLP subproblem a very large number of times. The complexity of this problem is
extremely high, and derivation of an efficient and accurate solution is very challeng-

ing and looks far Lom realistic. In what follows, ne examine different approaches
to the problem. In the fist approach, n e try to solve the problem as is, that is
with a max-max structure. In the second approach, a reformtdation to change the
max-max form into a single problem is examined.

5.2.1

Solution of Max-Max Problem

A straightfomard approaeh to solve the max-max problem in Figure 4.2 reqnires
1. an efficient and accurate solution for the NLP subproblem, and
2. some crîtaia to reduce the feasible assignment set dramatically.

NLP subproblem

We have already shown in the previous chapter on page 54 that the NLP subproblem
is nonconvex. It is well-known that in nonconvex programming, there does not
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exist a universdy best method for all kinds of problems; thus diff'ent approaches
may prove to be best fitted to different problems. Even methods considered to be

ineffective may some day become viable as a result of successful research [60].
One way to solve the NLP subproblem is to use available solvers directly. One of
the most pop&

NLP solvers is MINOS (modular in-core noalinear optimization

system) [61]. It has been developed at the Systems Optimization Laboratory at
Stanford University and its development is still continuing. Linearly constrained
mod& are solved with a very efficient and d i a b l e reduced gradient technique

utilizing the sparsity of the model. Models with nonlinear constraints are solved
with a met hod t hat iteratively solves subproblems wit h linearized constraints and
an augmented Lagrangian objective funetion.

CONOPT (62, 63, 641, deveioped by

ARKI Consulting and Development, Denmark, is another option that is well suited
for models with very nonlineax constraints. It has a fast method for finding a
primary feasible solution that particularly fits models with few degrees of freedom,

i.e., the nuxnber of model variables is approximately the same as the nnmber of
constraints. The o p t f i s t i o n toolbox in MATLAB provides another NLP solver
that is based on the sequential quadratic programming (SQP)method [77]. Since
our problem has linear constraints, the MINOS solver shodd give a b e t t a result
than other solvers. It is noteworthy that MINOS and CONOPT are used as solvers
in the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS), a high-level modeling language

(code) for mathematical programming problems consisting of a language compiler
and a set of integrated high-performance solvers [65].

Many optimization algorithms, induhg those in the above packages, have been

developed to find at le& one local optimum for nonlinear problems and are a d able. None of the existing algorithms, however, parantees a global optimal solution
d e s s the problem is convex or quasi-convex.

Since we are interested in a global
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solution and our problem is a nonlinear non-convex problem, we have the following
two options to approach

the problem. The first approach is problem-oriented and

attempts to iinearize or c o n v w the problem, at l e s t in an approximate sense
[78]. The second approach is methodology-oriented and has been developed mostly
in the last decade.

This approach involves methods such as: globalization of local

optima with grid and random search, sequential improvement of local optima, enumeration of ail optima, and branch and bound (581. We wiU go into the details of
the latter methods only if the f i s t approach fails. The first approach has effectively
solved the problem for a singlecd system. For the general case, one possible way
is to exploit the fractional structure of the objective fùnctions in the alternative
models using a similar approach as in Theorem 4 in Appendix A. 1on page 142.

NLP solvers, we have generalized Theorem 4 to
lineaize the NLP subproblem and use LP methods to solve it. This approach is
As an alternative to using

favorable since the solution is unique and globdy optimum. Given an assignment
vector a, the optimization problem converts to the form shown in Figure 5.8. Here,
without loss of generality, we have assumed Ah = O for simplicity of the analysis.

As explained at the end of this section, using certain criteria, the assignment set
can be significantly redaced and the assignments that violate the constraint on h

in Figure 4.2 can be removed. The generalized version of Theorem 4 is developed
as follows.

Theorem 1 The linear multi-fractional programming problem in Figure 5.8 has
an equivalent LP problem.
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subject to

Figure 5.8: NLP subproblem for a typical assignment

where the variable uai is positive and the vector yai is non-negative. Accordingly,

whae i E (1,--,N) and 4. E (1,-,M).

Thus, the point (y,,~.,)

is feasi-

ble. Conversely, if (y., ,u
.
, ) is feasible, and the point (y., ,O) is infeasible, then,
uai

> 0,

and p = yai/u., satisfies the constraints. Therefbre, (5.15) and (5.16)

map the optimization problem one-by-one onto the equivalent problem as presented

in Figure 5.9. The first constraiat in this figure is a combination of the following
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The result is an LP problem.

1

subject to

Figure 5.9: Equivalent LP problem for the NLP subproblem

Using the equivaient LP problem, a simulation is carried out for a smail scale
network with 2 base stations and 3 users in [2]. To find the optimal throughput, the

LP problem is solved for a l l 8 possible assignments and the maximum throaghput
over ail assignments is selected in every tirne fiame. The results are plotted for more

than 50 fiames and compared with the case of nearest base station assignment. On
average, optimal assignments resuit in 11 percent higher throughput.

Assignment Problem
The NLP subproblem or its equivalent LP pmblem in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 shonld

be solved for dinerent base station assignments a' where 1 E S and S, the set of
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feasible assignments, is a subset of M~ possible assignments. In this case, the
cardinality of S, IS(, has a signXcant impact on the complexity of the solution.

Thus, it is very important to eliminate infeasible and invalid assignments and avoid
unnecessary computations.

The SDR and handoff constraints can have a sipnificant role in reducing JSI. In
what follows, the efFects of t hese constraints are studied.

Using SIR Constraint

- The SIR constraint limits /SI due to the fact that

reliable communications can usually take place only within a certain range and
through a number of nearby base stations.

Corollary 4 There exists a I o w a bound on the path gain gik beyond which reliable
communications from user i to base station k is not possible.

Proof: The SIR constraint for user i connected to base station k is given in Figure 5.8. The lower bound on the path gain can be evaluated based on the best
possible trafic condition in the network. This condition occurs when there are no
intedering u s a s in the network and user i transmits at its maximum power and
minimum rate. Substituting these values in the constraint and evaluating

gik, we

get

which gives the desired lower bound. When the path gain is smder than this
bound, under no circamstance c m the SIR p a bit at the receiver satisfy the target

BER.

O

It is &O desirable to develop an analytical expression far the feasibility condition
when the nonlinear problem has linear constraints. Having such an expression
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derived, it is possible to find out whether an assignment is feasible by performing
the first phase of the simplex method.
The following corollary provides an analytical feasibility condition for a system

of two base stations and two users.

Coroliary 5 Let M = 2 and N = 2. The assignment a', where 1 = 1,

- ,4, is

feasible if

Proof: See Appendix A.3.
This condition relates the locations and propagation media of the users to their
service qualities and is in agreement with the condition (2.21) on page 29. For

N = 2, (2.21) is a special case of (5.23).
Having the lower bound in Corollary 4, all assignments to base stations with
a path gain belon the lower bound or invalid in the feasibility condition can be

removed. Similady, extendhg condition (5.23) to other values of

N and M, we can

peâorm a feasibility test for each assignment before going t h g h the optimization
process.

-

Using HandofF Constraint The other factor in reducing ISI is the limited
nuxnber of handoffs, hm=.

With this constraint, as in (4.2)

on page 56, the cardi-

nality of S drops significantly. If ne let at most & users switch to a new base
station, we have
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This value is derived based on the fact that there are (M - l)Jdifferent assignment
vectors with j different elements. Obviously, for h ,
As an example, let N = 20 and

M

= 5. If h ,

= N , (SI is equal to MN.

= 4, the number of assignments

reduces fiom 5'' = 9.54 x 10r3to 425 x 103. This number wiU further be reduced
to less than 6.2 x 103 if each mobile finds its best assignment fiom the 2 nearby
base stations.

The solution of the max-max problem

suffers fiom the limit on the namber of

users and base stations as the computationai complexity increases exponentially

with N and M, no matter how efficiently the NLP subproblem is solved. A cornpletely different approach in solving

OUT

problem is to reformulate it to a less

complex problem, preferably changing the structure fkom a mu-max form to a
single problem. In the next section, we examine a reformulation process and look
into different possible solutions and theV complexity and doseness to the optimal
solution.

5.2.2

Reformulation

The main problem with our mathematical programming mode1 in Figure 4.2 arises
fkom the size of the assignrnent set and the fact that we have to solve an NLP
or its equivalent LP problem for a large namber of times. The reformulation will

help only if it deab with this problem dectively. Let

L be a binary variable as

defined in Section 3.3. At any t h e , user asaignments in a certain configuration
can be represented by a ma&

whose rows inclade one nonzero element equal to

one. Ushg binary assignment variables bÜ7s,we urn reformulate the problem as in

Figure 5.10.

The new formulation maamizes the network pxofit while satisfylmg the necessary
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subject to

Figure 5.10: Refomulated problem for multi-ceIl systems
conditions in the same way as the original problem.

The characteristics of the new

formulation follow

1. Reformulation leads to a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP).

2. Assignments and the NLP mbproblem are combined in one problem.

3.

The handoff decision variable is defined as a hinction of the binary assignment
variables,

As

dismssed on page 56, the MINLP problem is much harder to solve than the

previous NLP snbproblem, however, instead of solving a l a s complex problem for a
large number times, only a single complex problem needs to be solved. A detailed
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MINLP problems

description and latest developments in solving

are provided in

Appendix A.5.
We have adopted différent methods and dgorithms to solve our MINLP problem,
namely, relaxed MINLP

(RMINLP),LSA, MINLP,and improved MINLP.

RMINLP Algorithm
An immediate solution to any integer programming problem, as explained in C h a p
ter 4, is to relax the integer variables and solve as an
continuous version of the variable bik as

c;k

NLP

problem.

We define a

where

The relaxed solution w i i l provide values between O and 1 for the assignment variables. Since a user is connected to only one base station, it is reasonable to assign
the mobile to the base station k where ci* > î

j

for all j

# k.

It should be noted

that the programming problem in Figure 5.10 has been formulated such that the
data rate rik is feasible for all i and k. Besides, rounding c&

off to the dosest inte-

ger does not always work because it is possible that aU assignment values lie under

0.5 where rounded values all becorne zero. With the new continuous assignment
variable, the variable h is represented in terms of

we consider

a.Due to the fact that
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in the RMINLP problem. Figure 5.11 shows the RMWLP mathematical programming problem. Thus, user i is assigned to base station k and docated rü, and pi.

The

RMINLP algonthm can be summarïzed as in Figure 5.12.

LSA Algorithm

An important case to study is the conventional assignment method where the assignments are decided independently based on the least signal attenuation

(LSA).

When the assignment is fixed and known, the linear a1gonth.m in Figure 5.9 h d s
a unique optimum solution. Thus, the LSA algorithm solves the resource management problem for the h e d

LSA assignment. This solution

will be u s a in

comparison with the results of the optimal assignment.

MINLP Algonthm

MINLP problems indude the compldties of both NLP and integer programming
(IP)problems and have proved to be very expensive and difficult to solve. A
number of developments, since the mid 1980's, have paved the way to solve MINLP
problems. Advances in NLP and MILP (mixed integer linear programming) solvers,

in partidar, the development of the o u t a approximation (OA) algorithm [66] and
its extension with the equality relaxation (OA/ER) strategy [67] have played a
significant role in this process. An implementation of the OA/ER algorithm in a
program called DICOPT (Dlsaete Continuous OPTimizer) (68, 691 has provided
a tool to solve a family of MINLP problems.

with the

DICOPT is now available as a solva

GAMS modehg language. AR interesthg feature of GAMS/DLCOPT is

the use of existing optimizers to solve its snbproblems (NLP subproblem and MILP
master-problems). Thus, any new development and enhancements in the NLP and
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Maximize
c, P

subject to

Figure 5.11: RMINLP problem

Solve Figure 5.1 1 problem as RMINLP using NLP rolwrs,

For every user i
Find k such that

eir,

> c,V j # 6

Assign user i to base station k
Aliocate flo 0r(rik)and floor(pi)

End
Figure 5.12: RMINLP algorithm
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MILP solvers become autornaticdy available to DICOPT.The DICOPT algonthm
and its employed techniques are explained in Appendix AS.

The

dass

of MINLP problems that can be solved by DICOPT has a certain

structure. Fust, integer variables must be binary. Second, binary variables should
appear linearly so nonlinearities are involved in only the continuous variables.

In

our MINLP problem, however, the second requirernent is not valid as the binary
variables are involved in nonlinearities in the objective h c t i o n .
Using an intuitive method, we adapt the structure of our problem such that the

DICOPT solver can be applied to solve it. For this purpose, we use the continuous
version of the assignment variable as an auxiliary variable and replace & by ci* in
the objective b c t i o n . We add a new constraint to equate cü, with bü, as wd. This
new version of o u MINLP problem is compatible to the acceptable structure for

DICOPT,as shown in Figure 5.13. The resulting assignments are binary integers,
if the problem has an integer solution. Otherwise, DICOPT outputs the relaxed
solution which can be dedt with in the same way as in the RMINLP algorithm. In

this case, also, we use h as defined in (5.28). If the integer solution exists, ek will
be equivalent to (5.27). Figure 5.14 illustrates the algorithm for the solution of the

MINLP problem.
Improved MINLP

While any initial point in convex problems eventually converges to a unique optimum solution, the starting points in nonconvex problems result in difFerent local
optima. A local optimum can vary fion vesy close to far from the global optimum.

Therefore, a "good" stasting point can lead to a local optimam sdiciently close
to the global solution. Such a point in regard to the assiment variables is the
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subject to

Figure 5.13: MINLP problem

LSA. It is expected, and win be validated in our simulations, that LSA
initial points outpeâonn random initializations, thus the term improved MINLP
well known

(1-MINLP) dgorithm.

The standard DICOPT software starts its algorithm by solving the problem as
an RMINLP pmblem. Then, the relaxed values of the binary variables are input to

the MILP master problem. It is, thesefore, insensitive to any initial assignment for
the binary variables and lach the flexibility of examinhg initial assignments mch

LSA. One way to remove this limitation is to modify the DICOPT code and
change the sequence of solving the NLP and MILP subproblems. This modification

as
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-

Solve Figure 5.13 problem as MINLP using DICOPT solver

If integer solution exists, for every user i
Assip user i to base station k if bik = 1,
Allocate flooï(tik)and floor(pi)
Else
Assign user i to base station k

when cir 2 c i j V j # k
Allocate floor(rik)and floor(pi)

End

Figure 5.14: MINLP algorithm
requires further research beyond the scope of this work. However, the particular
stmcture of our problem can be exploited to compensate for this infiexibility in

DICOPT. That is, the initialization cm be aectively performed by applying the
desired initial assignment to the a d a r y variable ci&.

5.2.3

Numerical Results

First Simulation
We conduct a Monte Carlo simulation to stady the comparative performance of
the resource management algorithms. This experiment is intended to simulate a
d o m traffic in the network in a statistical average sense. Table 5.2 summarizes
.

the simulation parameters and assamptions.

The target SIR per bit for the f i t
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Table 5.2: Simulation parameters and assumptions.

Network coverage 6 x 6 km2

Max power
Max rate
Min rate

User distribution

Uniform

Handoff cost O

Propagation law

10CllO

Bandwidth

5MHz

Chip rate

4.096 Mcps

EbI L

8.2 d%

No of users
No of BS's

1 to 70

9

.-4

pc = O,

Path gains

OC

= 8 dB

Known

I watt
256 ksps

O

Background noise .O01 watt

simulation is 8.2 dB which can achieve a BER performance of 10-6 using a (23,12)
Golay code and soft decision decoding [23].
For any i users in the network, i E (1,

,701, 100 random configurations are

generated. The location of each user is a twedimensional d o r m random variable
in a rectangular area of 6 x 6 km2. The 9 base stations are located on a 2km

grid centered in this area. The path gain for a usa is calcdated based on a pathloss exponent of 4 and a standard deviation of 8 dB for shadowing. Thus, each
configuration is characterized by a path gain matrix whose elements are ga with

the size 70 x 9. W e solve the tesource management problem using the RMINLP,

LSA, MINLP and 1-MINLP a l g o r i t h , as developed in Section 5.2.2. Figure 5.15
illastrates the resulting network throughputs v e r m the nnmber of mers for each
simulation run and in cornparison with the network capacity (see Definition 1 on

The cell capacity C, is calculated according to Corollary 3 on page 65 as
(5 -18.2
dB)=757 ksps, thus resdting in a network capacity of C = 9C, = 6813

page 46).

ksps. The mean and standard deviation of the network throughput oves 100 results
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Capactty Limit
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O
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I

Capacity Limit

I

Capacity Lirnit
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20
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I
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Number of Users

Figure 5.15: Network throughput for dinerent algorithms.
are sketched in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 on page 93. The observations and resdts are

as follows.

1.

The largest average network tkoughput with the lowest standard deviation
is achieved by the 1-MINLP aigorithm. When 70 u s a s are in the network,
the average network throughput for each dgorithm is &en

in Table 5.3.

2. The achievable throughput is boanded by t a o factors: the nmber of users,

and the network capacity. That is, up to a certain namber of users n, the
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Figure 5.16: Mean network tbroughput of diffe:ent resource management algorithms.

Figure 5.17: Standard deviation of network throughputs.
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Table 5.3: Capacity utilization (N=70,
uniform user distribution).

Il

Network Throughput
(ksps)

Network Capacity

1-MINLP
LSA

MINLP

m L P

capacity increases linearly and beyond that limit, it stays constant. This

number can be found as

Network Capacity
M h u m Rate
or n = [6822/256] = 27.

1

The result of this observation

is that spectrum

efficiency must be evaluated with a sdiciently high numba of users in the

network unless there is no mruEimum rate limit.
3.

The role of the initialization of the aigorithm8 is significant. The MWLP
algorithm with a raadom initial assignment atihes 14% less capacity than
the caae when initialized by the LSA (see Table 5.3).

4. The mean network throughputs for the 1-MINLP and LSA algorithms are very

dose. This is expected since u s a s are located d o r m l y in the network and
throughputs are averaged over the 100 nuis. In other words, the aggregate
result tends to remove nondormities in the interference seen by each base
station and the LSA solution gets doser to the optimal solation. A cornparison
between the performance of the 1-MINLP and

LSA algorithme shodd be
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made based on individual results of each run. Let A be the merence in the
network throughputs in a s p e d c configuration. An important observation is

that A 2 O is always true, meaning that the 1-MINLP outperforms the LSA
algorithm. The average distribution of A is shown in Figure 5.18 for the 100
random configurations. It shows that A varies

from O to 967 ksps but is less

than 100 ksps 70% of time.

Figure 5.18: Average distribution of the difference in the network throughputs.

Second Simulation

The objective of the second simulation is to examine the d e c t of uneven tr&c on
the performance of LSA and 1-MINLP dgorithms. For this purpose, 100 Class III
users are located based on a %dimensional Gaussian distribution in a network with
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9 base stations. The concentration of users is around the center of the network,
Starting with such a configuration, mobile users move with random speeds in an

outward direction. This simulation is performed for 200 frames under the condition
as summarised in Table 5.4.

The loglinear propagation law is selccted for illustration

Table 5.4: Second simulation parameters and assumptions.

i NoNo

Max power
of BS's
Max rate
9
Network coverage 8 x 8 km2 Min rate
70

of

1 watt

256 ksps

O

User distribution

Gaussian

M a x no. handoffs 10

Propagation law

T - ~

Bandwidth

5

Path gains

Known

Chip rate

4.096 Mcps

Background noise

.O01 watt

EblI0

3.3 dB

MHz

purposes. The target SIR per bit is shilar to the LCD service requirement in

[IO] which can maint& a BER of IOh6 by using a turbo code with constraint
length of 3, QPSK modulation, Zantenna diversity, rake receiver and soft decision
decoding. The symbol rate in the physical layer for a 64-kbps LCD service is 256
ksps. Figures 5.19-5.21 illustrate 3 snapshots of the network for 1-MINLP and LSA
algorithms under the same condition. An explanation of these figures is given as
follows:

- Each mobile user is represented by a rectangle,colored based on its allocated
rate. The colorbar is shown vertically on the right band side of the network and
scales allocated rates from O (dark blue) to 256 (dark red) ksps.

- Assignment of each user is shown by a dotted line originating from the user to
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Figure 5.19: Compsrison of 1-MINLP and LSA for unevdy distributed tratnc (fiame
2)-
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Figure 5.20: Cornparhm of I-MINLP snd LSA for unevenly distributed ttafnc
58).

(Lune

Figure 5.21: Cornparison of 1-IKINLP and LSA for unevenly distributed t r a c (Barne
118).
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the assigned base station. No connection line implies that at the particular kame
the user has not been allocated any resources.

- The network throughput is shown with respect

to the capacity by another

bar graph on the left hand side of the figures. The capauty and fraction of the
utilized capacity are printed beside the bar. The following observations and results
are notewort hy.

LSA assignment is not the best assignment when traffic is non-dorm. The
1-MINLP algorithm achieves a higher throughput by sharing the tr&c load
among all base st arions.
Network throughput of both algorithms vary with time as the t r a c pattern
varies; the higher concentration of users in the network, the less total network

t hroughput .

On average, 10 percent improvement is gained by optimal base station

as-

signments. Figure 5.22 illustrates the network t koughputs in 200 successive
t h e fiames.

In Figure 5.22, infeasible solutions appear in the form of s m d gaps in the
results, as throughput is zero when there is no feasible solution. It can be

seen that EMINLP experiences mach less infeasibility than LSA.

Third Simulation
Another s i d a t i o n is pedormed to study the reuse efnciency and the efEect of the

number of base stations in a fixed area ushg the 1-MINLP algorithm with a fixed
namber of users (100)and a target SIR p a bit of 3.3 dB as in the LCD service.
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Figure 5.22: Network throughputs (unevedy distributed t r a c ) .
The cell capacity in this case is 2338 ksps. Figure 5.23 illastrates the network and
c d throughputs for 1 to 25 base stations in the 6 x 6 km2 area. Two liPLits on

the achievable capacity are shown in the upper figure: the capacity limit ( Mx Cc)

which hear1y inueases with the number of
limits the achievable throughput to N x

&.

cells,

and the population limit which

These limits are almost equal for

M = 11. As real indications of the performance, the results for M 5 9 can be used
as an indication of the capacity utilkation and related to the reuse efflciency or

reuse factor of the network. Table 5.5 presents the reuse factor asing 1-MINLP
resoarce allocation algorithm. A reuse &ciency of p a t e r than 0.94 compared
to the theoretical r a s e factor of 1 in
sdciently high.

CDMA systems is

qttite satisfactory and
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Figure 5.23: Average celi and network throughput for LOO users versus the number of
base stations.

5.3

Summary

IR this chapter, we have developed techniques and algorithms to solve the resource
management problem for single- and multi-cd environments. The single-cell algorithm h d s an exact global optimum and determines the maximum achievable
throughput per cell for a given mEIlcimtm power and a spe&c SIR per bit require-

This value represents a new capacity bound and can be used as a benchmark
for evalnation ptuposes. The mdti-cd solution for h e d assignmenta such as LSA
ment.

assignment is globally optimal. When assignment dechions are inclnded in the
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Table 5.5: Network reuse factor with 1-MINLP algorithm.

M

Capacity Network Throughput
~ P S )
(ksps)

Reuse Factor

1

2338

2327 ksps

0.995

4

9352

9175 ksps

0.981

9

21042

19798 ksps

0.941

mat hematical programming pro blem, an 1-MINLP algorithm has been developed

which utilizes the network capauty almost completely, i.e., more than 94% in a
network with less than 9 base stations.

Chapter 6

Implementation Issues
Resource allocation algorithms face a number of problems in their implementation
in practice. This chapta is devoted to several related issues. One is in conjunction
with the input path gain estimations and their inaccuracies.

W e are interested in

p e r f o d g a sensitivity andysis to investigate the effect of estimation error on the

performance of the algorithms. The other issue is related to the control strategy

in implementing the resource management algorithme. We study a centralized
implementation as a primary choice when the algorithm perfonns based on network-

wide information. Some simplification has been made in the centralized method to
redace the computational complexity and information flow in the network at a cost

This is f o h e d by a discussion of decentralkation methods
where decentralizations at tkee difFerent levels are stndied. This chapter condudes

of lower throughput.

with a compatibility andysis of onr algorithms with respect to the recent major
propos& for MT-2000 as the third generation of wireless systems for the near
future.
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6.1

Sensitivity Analysis

The knowledge of path gains is required in all algonthms that have been developed
and described so far. These path gains in the links between users and base stations

should be estimated and input to the resource management center. These estimations are presumably prone to errors and could result in invalid resource values.
The purpose of this section is to study the sensitivity of our resource management
algorithms to the errors in the path gain estimations. In other words, we intend
to investigate how path gain estimates instead of the accurate values affect the
perfomance of the dgorit hms.

A well-known method to measure the path gain from a mobile to a base station
is to use the knowledge of transmitted and received power of a reference pilot
signal 1531 in the forward link. Using the path gain of the forward link in the
reverse link, however, is erroneous due to the carrier frequency clifference, resulting
in different path loss [72] and different fading rates1 in the two links. Another
method to estimate the path gains in o u mode1 is a direct use of the mobile
transmitted power, already known by the base station, and the received signal power
at its receiver. This method does not suffer fiom the problem in previous method,
however, constant channel variation will affect the accaracy in both methods. An
important factor in fast channel variation is high mobile speed which increases path

gain estirnation error.
Let

ail, be the estimate of the actual path gain ga that is experienced by the

transmit ted signal fiom user i to base station &. While the signal undergoes the path
'The normaibed fading rate is defined as the product of the doppler frequenq and data symbol
duration. Sice forward and reverse links use dinerent carrier frequencies, the doppler fiequency

in each linL wiU be dinerent for a given mobile epeed, resulting in different fading rates.
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with gain gik, the resource management algorithm uses iikin the computations and
allocates the resources accordingly.

The question is wheth a the allocated resources

under the actual channel state are feasible. Obviously, the answer to t his question is

related to the error level. We are interested to find a mapping between the standard
deviation of the error and the probability of an infeasible solution.
Assuming independent fading in each path, gik can be modeled as an independent random variable. It is related to the path gain estimate by the relation

where

ck is

the error estimation with zero mean and variance ut. Erperimen-

ta1 data, e.g. in [73, 741,

and theoretical studies on the short term average of a

radio signal in fading ehannels [54] suggest that the received signal power at the
base station has a lognormal dietribution. Given pi as the allocated power to user

i , the path gain distribution is lognomal with meaa pgi, and variance

O:.

The

disttibution of gik is given as

where /3 = ln 10/10,and u and p are in dB and related to the mean and variance
of the lognormal distribution as

For user i assigned to base station k and allocated power pi and data rate ri&,the
probability Pint that the allocated resources are infeasible is
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where

Sum of lognormal random variables is of'ten approximated by another lognormal
random variable [21]. A Gaussian approximation is also valid when lognomai
random variables are independent and th& numba is large enough. The latter

conditions hold in o u problem, therefore, applying the central limit theorem, the
distribution of Ii* is approximated as Gaussian with the following statistics.

Therefore,

P;nf,i

will be equal to

In the derivation of

oé., the variance of r) is amuned to be negligible.

We are interested in the 2mbabiiity that no user in the network encounters
ideasibility. Based on the above definition, 1 -

is the probability that user

i is in a feasible state. Thus, the probabiiity that all users are in feasible states is

a-(1
-

Pinf ,à)

due to the independence of g&s and Ph,$'a. The desired probability,

-

therefore, becomes 1 &(l-

Fignre 6.1 piesents the average probability

of infkasible state versus the standard deviation of error o, for various numbers of
discretization levela. Each subplot presents the resdt for a particnlar numba of

O
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Figure 6.1: Sensitivity of the resource docation algorithms to the path gain estimation
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users. It cm be observed that the probability of infeasible solution increases as the
error increases. When the number of rate levels is large, the estimation error has
a more adverse effect.

This is justifiable due to the fact that a larger number of

rate levels yields a higher capacity utLLization and is doser to the optimal solution,

thus, there is a small margin for error tolerance. hthermore, the error tolerance

for a lower number of rate levels increases with N while it remains unaffected or
gets slightly worse for higher numbers of rate levels.

6.2

Centralized Implementation

Centralized implement ation is applicable when an algorithm manages and performs
resource allocation in a network-wide scde. That is, all necessary information is
made a d a b l e to an

RMC for processing and decisions are broadcast to base sta-

tions and users. Figure 6.2 illustrates a centralized implementation. Base station

k measures the path gain gik for ail i and reports them to the RMC. User information inciuding se&ce types and qualities are s h e d at a user data base upon the

admission of each user. Fked user parameters induding

A, Ah, P-,

&, and

&/lo's are made available to the RMC by the data base. Using channel and user
information, the RMC rnns the resource management algorithm and oatputs the
new resource allocation d u e s inclnding p, r , and b and passes these to the base
stations and users. In such a centralized implementation, the following information
must be available at each base station:
1. Tkansmitted powers of all users: this information togetha with the received

signal powas is required for measurïng the path gains.

This method is the

preference against using the pilot signal in the forward link because meamirements are more accurate and no relevant control information is needed over
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Figure 6.2 : A centralhi implementation.
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the wireless link, as the knowledge of the transmitted powers aheady exists
at the base station. Hence, in a network with N users and M base stations,

N M measurements must be performed and reported to the RMC.
2. 'Ikansmission rates of the users being served by the base station: The cd-site
receivers need the data symbol duration

(Ta)
of the users in their integrators

and samplers, as depicted in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: A simplified CDMA receiver.

Centralized algorithms, in general, are difficult to implement due to their need
for global information and control and, consequently, high amount of compatations

and communications in the network. For example, in dynamic chamel allocation
dgorithms in narrowband' wireless systems, a centralized scheme requires global

rearrangement of all radio charnels assigned to the useni whenever a new user is

admitted or a handoff takes place.

This shows

the aigorithm ta be impractical

[21].In CDMA,hontever, centralized resource management is less complex because
the channel (PN code) assignment is fixed during a cal1 and all asers share the

same radio channeb. A centralized implementation of onr resource management

algorîthms has the following advantages:
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1. Resource allocation is based on globai information and optimization, thus a

higher throughput is achievable.

2. Local congestion due to uneven trafic conditions is avoided by optimal base

station assignments.

3. Despite increasing the information flow among base stations and the RMC in
the high speed wired network, t here is no additional corresponding information flow on the wireless section.
Any step to reduce the amount of information flow in the network and lessen the
complexity of the mathematical programming problem wonld eventudy faulitate

the implementation of oar algorithms. Under certain reasonable assumptions, a
more realizable centralized algorithm can be developed as follows.

Let 4 be the total received signal at base station k which can be expressed as

where k E (1, ..., M). At any tirne,

I' is known to the base station by m e a s k g
the radio signal at the receiver input. Assuming that the variation of Ik between

two consecutive time &ames is safticiently s m d , the following approximation holds:

Thas, using the measared received signal at base station k, the mathematical pro-

gramming problem in Figure 5.13 on page 89 can be written as in Figure 6.4. The
first constraint in this figure resdts fiom combining the following constraints:

This algorithm ha9 the following advantages over the algorîthm in Figare 5.13:
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subject to

Figure 6.4: Sirnploied MINLP aigorithm
1. The required number of meapurements (path gains and interference levels) by
the base stations reduces fiom NM to N

+ M. Each base station measares

the path gain of the users that it serves plus total interference at its receiver.

2. The information reqnired at the RMC d l be reduced by the same portion.

3. The namber of active constraints is rednced by 2N.
4. The objective function is converted fkom a s a m of linear fractions to a simple

quadratic form.

The performance of the simpued MINLP (S-MINLP) problem in Figure 6.4 in
cornparison with the 1-MINLP is highly afEected by the d a t i o n of

4 over tirne.

One effective factor in this variation is the standard deviation o of the shadowing.
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When o is low, Ik is closer to its previous value IL with a higher probability
and vise versa. When o = O (no shadowing), the distance from a base station
is the only effective factor in determining the path gain. Variation in the path

gain due to the distance is very limited and negligible during a time fiame and so
the same is true for

b. Therefore, a high performance is expected.

with a high o,the Werence between

Conversely,

Ik and C is larger with a higher probability.

Figure 6.5 presents comparative t hroughputs and the relative throughput loss for

S-MINLP with respect to 1-MINLP. Regarding the numerical results and the fact
that in an ontdoor mobile environment shadow standard deviation is near 8 dB,

S-MINLP can be employed only if it outperforms other algorithms, in particular,
LSA. It is noteworthy that we have assumed independent propagation conditions
in successive t h e frames. In practice, however, the existing correlation between
the propagation medium for a single user in 2 successive time frames WUaffect the
result favorably. To illustrate this fact in a more practical condition, we repeat the
second simulation in Section 5.2.3 on page 95 to compare S-MINLP and 1-MINLP
dgorithms. Figures 6.6-6.8 similarly illustrate 3 snapshots of the network. It can
be observed that:

1. With S-MINLP, the nnmber of users that are serviced in a time frame is
larger.
2.

S-MINLPhas a lower performance with respect to 1-MINLP (6% on average)
but it oatperforms LSA. Figure 6.9 compares network throughputs for the
three algorithms in a plot similar to Figure 5.22.

3. There is no infeasible solntion for S-MINLP throaghout the simulation (200
fiames).
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Figure 6.5: Relative Performance of 1-MINLP and SMINLP.
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Figare 6.6: Compatisonof1-MINLP and SWrmP for unevealy distributed t r a c (fiame
2).
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Figure 6.7: Cornparison ofI-MINLP and SMINLP for u e d y distnbuted t r a c (fiame
68).
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Figure 6.8: Cornparton of 1-MINLP and SMïNLP for unevedy distributcd ftafnc (fiame
118).
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Figure 6.9: Network throughputs (unevenly distributed t r a c ) .

Cornputational Complexity
Compntation time is essential for implementation of the resource management algorithms. For both I-MINLP and SMINLP, a large portion of the compntations is
p d o m e d by DICOPT which is c d e d from within a GAMS program. Our main
simulation program is written in MATLAB. To solve the mathematical programming problem, the GAMS progam is called fiom withh the MATLAB environment.
For this purpose, ne have nsed an interface program developed by Ferris in [?Il.

This stnictare adds the powa of MATLAB to GAMS,thus providhg a p o w 6
tool for our simulation purposes. This combination, however, is snbject to computation and time overhead due to exchange of data between the programs. In order
to get an estimate of the compatation time, one way is to add up the cpa-times in
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different stages. This summation is not accurate enough as it exdudes the over-

head. As an over-estimate, we measure the elapsed computation time for different
numbers of users in a network with 9 base stations. The sirnuiation condition is

similar to Table 5.4 except for the propagation condition and hansoff constraint
which are the same as the condition in Table 5.2.

The program

runs on a SUN

Ultra- 10 workst ation. Figure 6.10 Uustrates the elapsed comput ation tirne to run

1

0

S-MINLP

1

Figure 6.10: E l a m computation time for the 1-MINLP and SMINLP algorithms.
1-MINLP and S-MINL,P algorithms for populations of 90 to 110 uaers in the network. It can be seen that the time increases almost linearly with respect to N.

The

elapsed computation time is measured while ranning the program on a multi-user

workstation with shared resonrces in a local area network. Obvionsly, the cornputation time on a dedicated powezful machine at the resource management center will
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time considerably. Moreover, if the program code is optimized, the overhead

time to tramfer data between subprograrns will be reduced sipdicantly.

6.3

Decentralisation

Resource management for the uplink of a wireless system can be pedormed in the
network level (centralized), sub-network level (partially decentralized), base-station
level (decentralized), and user level ( M y decentralized). Figure 6.11 visualizes the
decentralization at different levels.

6.3.1

Centralized Resource Management

The outcome of our research provides detailed models and algonthmic solutions
for network-level resoarce management. Our centralized algorithms do not put a

burden of overhead information on the wireleas part except allocation of the rate,
power, and base station assigrnent to each user. Besides, with today's high speed

broadband networks, the overhead information flow between base stations and the

RMC can easily be taken care of. The solutions not only provide ideal pdormance
limits, benchmarks and capacity bounds for d u a t i o n purposes but also c a n be
considered as viable candidates for resoarce management in future systems. Ways
of implementing these algorïthms in the fiarnework of the IMT-2000propos& are
disnwsed at the end of this chapter.

6.3.2

Partially Decentralized Resource Management

The partially decentralïzed implementation is very similar to the centralized algo-

rithm except for receiving additional interference from other sub-networks in the
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Figure 6.11: Decentraiization Levels.

area. We use the terms intra-network and inter-network intaference to refer to the
interference fiom within the sub-network and from 0th- 5th-networks, respectively.
With a slight modification, previously developed mathematical programming prob
lems and corresponding algorithms can be atended for a partially decentralized

resource management. Let f be the inteïference ratio defined as the ratio of the
inter-network to the intra-network interference. The mathematical programming
that can mode1 resource management in the system will be si&

Figures 5.13 aad 6.4 with the following modifications:

to those in
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1. M, N and other parameters refer to the corresponding values in the sub-

network.
2. The interference t(1

C ~ N jZi, ~

gjkpj

+ 7 or Ik will be multiplied by a factor

+ f ), assuming that the background noise is neghgible with respect to the

interference term .
A thorough investigation is performed on the interference ratio f in [6, 76, 74).

The propagation condition in the study is similar to that of our simulations as
described in Table 5.2. It hss been shown both analytically and by simulation that
the intedaence factor at a base station varies between 112 and 113 by users who
are power controlled by other base stations. Under a similar condition, the inter-

ference ratio for a sub-network is less than that of a single base station because
part of the interference hss been already induded in the intranetwork inteder-

ence. In a more sophisticated design, the size and user population of sub-netnorks
can be dynamically changed according to the instantaneous stqte of the network.

Further investigation on eïaluation of the interfaence ratio and ways of dividing
the network into sub-networks is part of the proposed fature work. The resource
allocation in a partidy decentralized network will be snboptimal and less escient

than in a centrslized network. The advantages would be less information flow and
compatational complexity as well as higher practicability when the network size is
very large.

6.3.3

Decentralized Resource Management

When resource management is performed at the base station level, the assignment
of mobiles automatically is exdaded &om the mathematical programming prob-

lem and shodd be decided independently, thm r d t i n g in a mboptimal solution.
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For the user assignments, the most popular scheme is the LSA assignment. If we
apply LSA assignments to every user, decide and allocate power and rate values
locally at each base station, the problem to solve will be similar to a single-cell
system which has already been efficiently solved. The only clifference is an additional (1 + f ) factor to account for the extenial interference at the base station.
Extensive research on decentralized resource management schemes has been carried
out. In cornparison with other recent works which maiamiae the throughput uti
ing decentralized schemes, e.g. (801, our algorithm solves the problem using linear
programming methods which are very efficient and provide unique global solutions.

A different objective hinction from throughput maximization is suggested in the
iiterature to minimize the total docated power to the users.

This objective is in-

tended to minimize the interference to other cells, however, it eventaally reduces

the system throughpnt, as well. In fact, in the SIR constraint given i n ( 4 4 , when
we equate the constraint, it is implied

that a certain rate is achieved with the min-

imum required power, or that with a certain docated power the rate is maximum.
Since we have used the SIR constraint with its equality sign, the throughput is

maicimized with the minimum required power. If there is a need t o control the
total docated power, one can set a constraint as E p i

Pm where P
,

selected mch that the resource utilization by the users in a parti&

can be

c d is bal-

anced with its neighboring c d . Thus, over-utilization of resources in a particular
ce11 can be prevented in favor of other celis.

6.3.4

Fully Decentralized Resource Management

In a M y decentrdked resource atiliaation scheme, a user collects the required data
fiom neighboring base stations, perfonns necessary cornputations, and decides on

its power and rate. An example of such an algorithm is given in [39]. According to
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t his proposed f d y decentralized algorithm, total interference at each base station
is collected from the broadcast data by each base station and path gains to different
base stations are messured by using the pilot signals in the forward links. Then,

the required transmit power to all base stations is computed and the one with the
minimum required power is selected for its communications. A single service with

a fixed rate is assumed in this algorithm. In a multi-senrice environment, selection
of both rate and power is not an easy task d e s s everybody is forced to transmit at
their minimum rate, resulting in a low throughput efficiency. Another disadvantage

is a higher complexity in the mobile terminal.

6.4

Compatibility with IMT-2000

The recent proposals for third generation mobile systems under the BIT-2000
project have many common features with our system model. This coincidence
provides a ground for compatibility of our resource management algorithms with

the next generation wirdess systems. In what follows, we discuss a way of implementing o u dgorithms in the proposed systems.
Consensus in the definition of a standard and its system design aspects has
been very rare in the communications field in the past. The recent proposah for

IMT-2000, e.g. [IO, 11, 121, are good steps in the direction of globaliaation of the
third-generation wireless standard. These proposals are similar in many details of
the system-level design, however, dinerences still eAst mostly in the adapt ability
with second-generation systems. As far as reverse-link resource management is
concerned, there is no basic difference beheen the second generation standard IS-95

and the new proposals. However,as there are a numba of undecided and tinfinabed
system design issues, it is very likely that the resource management section w i l l
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be modified soon. This fact is explicitly mentioned in the European proposai [Il]

that "optimal resource management" is to be considered in the next version of their
proposal. So far, the propos& have considered decentralized resource management.
Users are assigned to the base stations based on the LSA assignment method. Power

control is maintained in both open-loop and closed-loop forms. Open-loop power
control (OLPC)is used on ehannels that cannot employ closed-loop power control

(CLPC),e-g., on the random access channel (RACH), or at the beginning of
CLPC cycle. OLPC is performed as follows:
1.

a

The receiver measures the path gain over a certain time period using the pilot
signal in the PERCH (pilot) channel and takes the average.

2. The transmitted power is calcdated based on the measured path gain.
CLPC's basic h c t i o n s are:

1. The received SIR at the base station is measured periodicdy.
2. If the measured SIR is Iess than the target valne, a "lnbit is sent to the user.
Otherwise, a "O" is transmitted.

3. The user terminal will decrease/incxease its output power by 1 dB upon receiving a UOn/"l"

power control bit. Both the target SIR and the 1 dB atep

size can vary dynamically during the operation. An outer-loop power control
is considered to adjust the SIR threshold level.

4. When a power control bit is not received, the power Ievel remains constant.
Variablerate transmission is perfonned niung a few speeified rates and multi-code

transmission. Deasions on the traasmission rate are made based on the negotiations

with users.
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The frame structure is composed of slots (0.625 ps), frames (10 ms), and superframes (720 ms). Every 16 slots are multiplexed to fora a fiame and a super-fiame

is made of 72 fiames. Rate variations and open-loop power control are updated

in every fiame. Closed-loop power control is perfomed on a dot-based period.
The proposed frame structures of the forward and reverse links for t hird generation
wireless systems [IO, I l ] are illustrated in Figures B.l and B.2 in Appendix B.

Potential application of this research in MT-2000 - A combination of
our resource management algorithms with the

CLPC can be applied to modify and

improve the FDD-mode reverse-link resource management in MT-2000 proposais.

In this combination, OLPC is excluded and any of our centralized, partially decentralized, and decentralized algorithms c m be employed, however , the latter version
being the most compatible. The basic operation of the proposed resource manage-

ment for IMT-2000 using a decentraiized algorithm is as foilows. It is assnmed that
at the beginning of fiame n, user i is transmitting at power pi and rate ri, and
assigned to base station 1.

1. The user rate and assignment remallis unchanged during the kame.

2. Upon receiving the power control bit in slot 1of fiame n, the user's output
power at slot 2 is changed by 1 dB. This power adjustment will continue until

the last slot (slot 16) of £rame n.

3. The path gain measmement is performed in each dot and averaged over the
frame.

This can be done in tao ways:

- by the u s a using the information in the forward link, sidlar to [IO, 11, 121,

- by the base station using the information in the reverse link, as proposed
in this thesis.
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In the former case, the path gain information should be made a d a b l e to the
base station through control channels. In the latter case, the output power

is known based on the initial p o w a at the first slot and al1 previons power
control bits.
4. The new assignment is found at frame n

+ 1 using the measured path gains

to the nearby base stations.

5. The docated power and rate at frame n + 1, slot one is provided by the base

station and sent to the user via forward-link control channels.
Figure 6.12 illastrates the frarne structure of the fornard link dedicated physical

Channel (DPCH) for the proposed resource management acheme.

The centralized algorithm csn also be employed in the above combination. In
this case, assignments will be the ontcome of the algorithm rather than being
selected independently.

In this chapter, we studied some practical aspects of resource management. Re-

garding the path gain measurement error, it became evident that for a limited
number of rate levels, there WUbe a good error tolerance. Quantitative data to

support this feature hm been provided. A less complex version of the 1-MINLP algorithm (S-MINLP) has been developed to faalitate a centralized implementation

of optimal resotuce management. It has been shonn that SMINLP outperforms

LSA and, with respect to 1-MINLP, rans faster with lower infeasibility at a cost
of 6% less throughput. The 0th- important issue is the way the algorith are
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DPCH : Dedicatcd Physical ~hannei
TPC : Tansrnit Powa Control
RSI : Rcsowces AUocatioa I n f o d o o ( Power, Race, Assignmcnt )

Figure 6.12:Forward link DPCH frarne structure for the propos4 resource management
scheme.

implemented. Among 4 different schemes, centraked and partially decentrahed

algorithms are the favorable ones with a high tkoughput dciency. A combination
of our algorithms and the

the IMT-2000propos&.

CLPC is suggested to improve resource management of

Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
This research is aimed at developing algorithms for optimai resource management
in a wireless multimedia WCDMA system to maPmize the network resource utilization and provide satisfactory QoS for each user. Resource management is modeled
as a mathematical programming problem based on the objective and the proposed

system model. This problem is analyzed, restructured, and solved for single and
multi-cell syst ems. Resource management algonthms are developed to adopt solution procedures.
This chapter summarizes the resdts and concludes this research. An outline for

the proposed future work follows at the end.

0

Wweless Multimedia CDMA Model

A comprehensive model for wireless multimedia CDMA is the first requirement for our research. In the litaature, several models have been proposed

which lack the generality feature in the seme that they neither indade all
service classes, as defined in this thesis, nor can they be applied to a general
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multi-cell environment. We have developed an inclusive model as presented
in Chapter 3. The key features of this model are: supporting a wide range of

delay-tolerant and reai-tirne services, employing powe. and rate control to accommodate a wide range of QoS's, and combining resource management and
base station assignment. The mat hematical description of t his model involves
a set of control variables including mobile transmitted powers, data rates, base

station assignments, and the number of handoffs. To solve the problem, two
sets of input data are required: useraupplied data and network-supplied data.
The user-supplied data indudes: BER requirement, delay bound, maximum

VBR dass 1services, and the size of the
data for class II file-transmission applications. The network-supplied param-

rate, maximum power, source rate for

eters are: maximum number of handoffs, and path gains. The minimum-rate
iimits are

&O

required for solving the problem. We have derived mathe-

matical expressions for the minimnm-rate limits for different applications, as
reported in Section 3.5.2.
a

Optimal Resource Management Problem
Using the proposed system model, we have developed a mathematical pra-

gramming problem, i.e., an objective fandion and a set of constraints, based
on our research objective as presented in Section 4.1. We have adopted a
wireless service provider's perspective to materialize our objective. A pricing
scheme has been developed to map the network throaghput onto the network
revenue, and handoff switching overhead onto a certain cost. This pricing
scheme is a novel approach where every user pays proportional to the amount
of consiuned resources, which in turn is related to its QoS reqnirernent and air-

time. The structure of the mathematical programming problem is primarily
nonlinear with a non-convex f&ble

space. Since such problems are difEcult
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to solve both for global and local optima [58, 771, we have attempted to find
equivalent problems with certain preferences in their structures, as discussed

in Chapter 4. We have developed two alternative models for om problern. The

first one has linear constraints wit h a Iinear multi-fractional objective function, as presented in Figure 4.2. The second alternative model is presented in
Appendix A.4 and provides a less cornplex noniinear objective function with
linear constraints. Furt her investigation has proved that the first alternative
is a better choice and leads to interesting solutions. Despite the fact that
power and rate variables in the mathematical programming problem have a

discrete nature, we have shown that we can treac them conveniently as con-

tinuous variables and, thus, save a sigiiificant amount of computational cost.
Then, in practice we can allocate close discrete values to the users. It has
also been shown that if the number of discrete lev& exceeds 64 and 128 for
power and rate variables, respectively, the throughput loss will be negligible.
a

Single-Cell Solution

In Chapter 5, we have proved mathematicdy that there exists an equivalent
linear programming problem for the resource management model in Figure 4.2

for a populated single c d . The solution of this problem is a global optimum

and can be foand eEciently and fast. The single-cd algorithm is developed
for the resoarce management in a single c d . For a set of target SIR p a bits,

there is a capacity limit beyond which is not achievable. This limit defines a
new measure for the network capacity in terms of the throughput weighted

by the service qualities. We believe th8t th5 measure of the aystem capacity
is more snitable for multimedia applications than counthg the number of
mers in each service. The latter one, adopted in the litenrttue e.g. in [BO],

is not a r e d indication of the capacity if the network is mpposed to sapport
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services as defined in out system model.

This capacity is
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a benchmark and

an upper bound for performance evaluation of any network in t e m s of its

throughput per c d . The capacity of a multi-cd network must be multiplied
by soft-handoff gain [81] if soft handoff is employed.
a

Multi-Cell Solution

A general solntion for the multi-ceil environment requires solving a nonlinear
subproblem for a large set of feasible assignments. This process has been
facilitated by developing an equivalent linear problem for the nonlinear subproblem and reducing the size of the feasible assignmenta set by using SIR
and handofF constraints. We have shown that this approach is not viable
when the network size gets large. For decentralized resource management,
where base station assignrnent is decided independently and only the nonlin-

ear subproblem remains to be solved, Theorem 1 on page 78 is very helpful
to find a unique globally optimum solution.

In order to overcome the assigrnent problem and its large scale, the problem

ha3 been reformdated fkom a mm-max structure to a single MINLP problem.
Despite being very difficult in nature, we have been able to use an avdable
tool to solve the MINLP problem. Minor changes have been necessary in the
structure of the problem in using the tool. Simulation results saggest that the
best throaghpat performance can be achieved when we select the LSA assigxtment as the starting point for the assignment variables (1-MINLP aigorith).

In cornparison with rmdom initial assignment (MINLPalgorithm), 1-MINLP
has gained a 14%thtoughput improvement. Owraîl, a tkoughpnt efficiency
better than 94% is attained (reuse factor of 0.94) for a network with up to 9

base stations. The reuse factor d decrease as the nwnber of base stations
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increases. Furthermore, it has been shown that the computation time &es
almost linearly with the number of users in the network.
O

Sensitivity Analysis
It is important to know how robust the developed algorithms are to the estimation error in path gain measurernents. The result of our investigation
shows that the more we utilize the network capacity, the more vulnerable the
algorithm is to the estimation =or.

Therefore, with a reasonable margin, an

acceptable robustness is achievable. If the number of disuete rate levels is

not too high, e.g. less than 32, the margin will automaticaliy be there (see

Figure 4.3 on page 59).
O

Centralized versus Decentralized Algorithms
A centralized implementation attains maximum paformance due to its global
ontlook in the solution. No matter how practical it is, the centralized algo-

rithm provides an apper bound performance for the system and can be used as
a benchmark for evaluation purposes. It has been argued, however, that contrary to the centralized resotuce allocation algorithms in conventional wireless
systems, e.g. dynamic channe1 allocation,which are very d i f E d t in practice
to implement,WCDMA system does not face similar problems. For example,

in centralized dynamic channe1 allocation algorithms, fiequency management
is a very complex task and users may have to use different radio channeh as a
requirement of the network-wide solution. In contrast, WCDMA system osers
use the same radio chaune1 and

PN codes thrmghont th& calls. Neverthe-

less, a similar complexity may occur in assigning the users to the base stations

in successive t h e fiames, i.e., the s e d e d ping-pong efEect, as desaibed in
Chapter 2 on page 25.

This problem has

already been taken care of by in-
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cluding the handoff switching cost in the objective function and controlling
its effect by the cost per handoff Ah and maximum number of handoffs

Lu.

The assigament of the rate and power only adds correspondhg information

flow from the RMC to base stations through broadband wired W s and to
users through dedicated control channels. For a more effective realization, a

simplified version of the centralized algorithm (S-MINLP ) has been developed
with less computational complexity and information flow among base stations
and the

RMC at the cost of a lower achievable throughput. The comparative

performance of S-MINLP and 1-MINLP has shown that for the simulation

condition in Table 5.4 on page 96, on average, the throughput loss is 10%.
Decentralization at the sub-network, base station, and user levels has also
been discussed. With small modifications, the centralized dgorithms can be
extended to a lower level resource management. A good compromise among
different schemes is the partidy decentralized idgorithm which favors the

advantages of both centralized and decentarlized algorithms. It is flexible
enough to range &om a centralized algorithm when the sub-network consiats
of all eristing base stations to a decentralized algorithm by having only one
base station in its sub-network. It has been argued that a M y c e n t r h e d

scheme is not a good choice in wirdess multimedia

CDMA systems.

Compatibility with MT-2000
Since there is no significmt improvement in the reverse-link resource management of the curent propos& for MT-2000,we believe that the results
of this research can be applied to the proposals for M h e r upgrade and performance improvement. ln this theais, we have proposed a resource manage

ment scheme which is a combinafion of our developed a l g o r i t h and the
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well known closed-loop power control. According to this scheme, our resource

management algorithm allocates data rates, powers and base station assignments to all users based on a partially decentralized scheme at every 10-ms
frame. During that hame, data rate and base station assignments remain un-

changed. In order to capture fast Channel variation, closed-loop power control
is employed to update the power level by fl dB in accordance with a "1" or
"On power control bit.

7.1

Concluding Remarks

This thesis presents the result of a research on modeling and optimal resource
management in wirdess multimedia

WCDMA systems. In addition to the research

objective, background material, and litaature survey on the subject, a system

mode1 including a wide range of mnltimedia services is proposed. The problem of
resource management in a multimedia enWonment is formulated as a mathematical
programmiag problem which mrr*imizes the profit gained by a tRPeless multimedia
service provider subject to satisfying the service and QoS reqairement for each user.

The problem is soived with a great deal of effort for single- and mdti-cell systems.
The sensitivity of the solution to erroneons input data is examhed. DXerent dg*
nthms for the resource management are developed. The simulation results validate
the viability of the algorithms in high resource utilization. Resource management
operation at different operation levele are discussed and a pattially decentralized
scheme is introduced. A resource management scheme is suggested for the reverse-

link FDD-mode resonrce management of IMT-2000systems.
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The main contributions of this work can be enumerated as:
1. Introduction of an inclusive mode1 for wireless multimedia communications

induding the new concept of minimumrate limit for delay control.

2. Introduction of a pricing scheme and a throughput and capacity measure for
multimedia wireless services.

3. Solution of a complex large-scale nonlinear programming problem resulting
in:

- Developing an equivalent LP problem for a s u m of lineat fractions (extension
of LFP t heorem).

- deveiopment of resource management algorithms for single- and multi-cd
systems with high performance and low complexity,

- derivation of conditions for robustness against path gain estimation errors.
4. Introduction of a flexible partially decentralized scheme for resource management.
5. Suggestion of a combined optimal resource management and

CLPC for the

reverse-link FDDmode resource management in IMT-2000 systems.

This research, in part, has been published in (1,21.

7.2

Future Work

The outline of the suggested htnre work is as foIlows:
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- In the formulation of the partially decentralized resource management, the interference ratio f is an important factor. Despite availability of mathematical
expressions and simulation results for the interference ratio in the IS-95 system, we need similar expressions and results for WCDMA multimedia applications. Derivation of the desired expressions is a requirement for partially
decentralized implementation of the resource management algorithms.

- In this research, we have dealt with the base station assignment in the form of
hard handoff. As a basic feature of CDMA systems, the algorithms should
indude sofk handoff in the formulation of the resource management.

- It is desirable to extend resource management techniques to the forwacd M . The
extension and combination of the resoarce management in both links can be
another trend in the fùture work.

- The TDD mode in MT-2000propos&

[IO, Il] is proposed as a hybrid technique

(CDMAITDMA) where each WCDMA charnel is split into 16 TDMA tirne
dots. In t his mode, the forward and reverse link use the same fiequency band.

A thorough study of this mode and associated problems involved in resource
management is another interesting topic for the hture work.

- huther work is required to optimize the programs developed for implementation
of the resoarce management algorithm to minimiae the computation tirne.

Appendix A
Optimization Theory and
Techniques
Many problems of both practical and theoretical importance concern themaelves

with the choice of a "best" configuration or set of variables to achieve some goal.
Mathematical programming employs a mathematical model to describe an opti-

mization problem and indudes three basic sets of elements: decision or c o n h l
variables, construints, and the obiectiue fvnction

The control variables are the

unknowns which are to be determined from the solution of the model. The set of
constraints limits the control variables to their feasibk or pamissible values. A
cornmon constraint is the secalled nonnegativity constraint which requires al1 control variables to be either zero or positive. The objective fanetion speafies the goal
in terms of the control variables. An opt2md solution of the model is obtained if

the control variables yield the best value of the objective h c t i o n , while satisfying

aU the constrainfs.
Depending on the characteristics of the control variables, the objective h c t i o n
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and the constraints, most mathematical programming problems fall in one of the
wide categories of linear/non-linear, integer/continuous-variableand single/multi-

objective problems.

In what follows, several definitions and theorems of optimization theory and
linear algebra are introduced for further use in the thesis. A brief description of
the simplex method is provided, as well.

A. 1 Definitions and Theorems
Definition 2 The gradient of a continuoas fanetion f : 93" + R at z E Rn is

The second-order partial derivative of f , the scxalled Hessian matriz. is dehed as

D e s t i o n 3 f is

This me-,

convez (concave)

if, whenever 2, y

€

*,and

O

< a < 1,

geometrically, that the line segment & a m between any hro points on

the graph of the hinction never lies beloa (above) the graph. A set E
convez set

c R" is a

if az + (1 - a ) y E E for any z,y E 6 and O 5 a 5 1 [27]. A

conuez
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progiamming pmblem is one which minimizes a convex function (or maximizes a

concave function) over a convex constraint set (281.

A continuous function f (2) is quasi-convex over a set S if either of the foIlowing
equivalent statements holds 1281:

Definition 4 Let A E RnXnbe an n x n syrnmetric matrix. A is said to be
positive (negatiue) defànite if zfAz > O(< 0) for every nonzero x E P. A is positive

2 O(<) for all nonzero z E Rn. A is indefinite if it is
neither positive semidefinite nor negative semidefinite. AU eigenvalues of a positive
(negative) semidefinite if x'Ax

(negative) semidefinite matrix are nonnegative (nonpositive) real numbers [26].

Definition 5 The two mathematical programming problems
(1) MaziarnizeF ( x ) subject to x E A

r

Mazimize G(z) subject to x E
where A and are some feasible sets, are called equivalent if there is a one-te

(II)

r

one map y(.) of the feasible set A of ( 1 ) onto the fearible set

r of (II)sach that

F(z) = G[y(x)] for each z E A. Thus, (1)is equivalent to ( I I ) if and only if ( I I )
is equivalent to ( 1 ) [27].

Definition 6 An afine fanction of z E

ia a linear fnnction of z plus a constant.

If the objective fanction is the ratio of tao affine fanctions of z and the constraints
are h e m , the problem ia d e d linear jkctional pmgramming.
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Definition 7 A mathematical programming problem has a standard f o m if [29]
1. Ail the constraints are equations except for the nonnegativity constraints

which remain

">" inequalities.

2. The right hand side element of each constraint equation is nonnegative.
3. All the variables are nonnegative.
4.

The objective function is of the m;urimization or the minimization type.

Theorem 2 Any local minimum of a conver programming problem is a global
rninimum [28].

Theorern 3 A positive semzdejinite

quad~aticf o m is convex (281.

Theorem 4 The linear fractional programming

-

has an equivalent linear program wîth one additional variable and constraint given
a8

Y

,*

{m'y)

aabject to y

g'y

+ r)u = 1,

Ag

- bu = O

(A.5)

p,A E pxN,
and u E R, and it is assumed that no
with y 2 O is feasible f
a (A.5)[27].

where p, y, and b belong to
point (y, O)

2 O, u > O,
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Proof: Let

then, y

2 O, u > 0, and

Thus, the point (y, u) is feasible for ( A.5). Conversely, if (y, u) is feasible for (A.5),
and no point (y,O) is feasible for (A.5), then, u > 0, and p = y / u satisfies p

> 0,

and Ap - b = u-' (Ag - ab) = O. Therefore, (-4.6) and (A.7) map the feasible set of
(A.4) one-teone onto the feasible set (A.5). Moreover, the objective functions are

related by

A.2

Simplex Method

Given a linear programming problem whae constraints have

"SB,and "2"

signa, the optimal solution (if one exists) is obtained by the simplex method in the

following steps [29]:

1. Ezpress the problem in the standard fown

To convert inequality constraints to equalities, slack variables and artificial
variables are used as desaibed in the following twwmiable examples. AU
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variables are nonnegative.

where bi, i E {1,2,3) is nonnegative, IL; and vi are the slack and artificid

variables, respectively.
2. Select a starting basic feasible solution

A system of n linear equations and m variables (unknowns),where m

> n,has

an infinite number of solutions. A feasible solution can be obtained by setting
any m

- n unknoms to zero and solving for the remaining n unknowns. In

the simplex method, there is a selective iterative procedure which will yield

the optimum solution in a h i t e number of iterations. The variables set to
zero are cailed non-basic variables and the rest are called basic varz'ablea.
Determination of a starting feasible solution involves two cases: for inequalities with

5,the slack variables are basic variables and dl other variables are

set to zero; in the constraints with = or 2, artScid variables are considered

as the basic variables.

3. Generate new basic feasible solutions wing the optimality and the fecuibility
condit ions
In this step, slack and artifiaal variables are replaced sach that the new basic

variable both improves the objective funetion and satisfies the consixaintS.

The feasibility condition of the simplex method, c d e d the first phase of the simplex method, is used in nonlinear problems with l i n s constraints for the fdbility
test.
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A.3

Proof of Corollary 5

For the feasibility condition of a system of 2 users and 2 base stations, we use the
first phase of the simplex method. Using the rate constraint in Figure 4.2, the

constraints of this system are

which set six inequalities. To perform the simplex feasibility test, n e need to express
the constraints in the standard form, as dehed in Appendix A.l

. That is, to alter

the above inequalities into equalities. For this purpose, we add the slads variable y.
and the artficial variable vi to the inequalities [29]. Thus, the constraints become

We solve this system of linear eqaations symbolically for f i , fi, and di6erent sets
of four Slack and artifiûal variables.

The desired feasibiüty condition is daived

by applying the nonnegativity property of f i and n to the solution of the linear
system aith the entering variables p l ,
page 82.

m, va, v4, ug and w, as given in (5.23) on
n
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A.4

Equivalent Mat hematical Prograrnming

Another attempt to linearize the constraints with a simpler objective h c tion is
proposed as follows. Let

where ei

> 0, then,

the constraint in (4.5) can be written as (tirne indices are

omitted)
1
w&,ei

N

C

-

giaipj =

II*

(A.21)

j=l j # i

Thus, the objective function becomes

subject to

Our new mathematical progamming has a nonlinear objective fanction and

linear constraints with both equality and inequality signs. The Hessian matrix of

the nonlinear term in the objective fnnction, i.e.,
z = [plel, can be shown to be

H=

XE, Ai:

= ~h~&
Awhere
2n+i
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where partitions are n x n, 0 is an dl zero partition, and Hi and H2are diagonal
with diagonal elements - X ~ / X : + ~ and

~ & X ; / Z ; + ~ ,respectively.

Matrix H has a

sparse structure with diagonal partitions which can be exploited to reduce the

comput ational complexity.

A.5

Mixed Int eger Nonlinear Programming

MINLP problems, in general, consist of both continuous and integer variables which
appear in nonlinear terms in the objective fanction and constraints. A particular
dass of

MINLP problems has been appeared in many branches of engineering and

extensive effort has been exerted for their solution. In this dam of MINLP, in-

teger variables are binary and in iinear terms, and noalinearities are confined in
continuous variables in separate tezms. There are many problem-specific methods
to solve this claas of

MINLP problems, however, general-purpose algorithms also

exist. Some of the important algorithms are branch and bound (701 and the outer

approximation/equality relaxation method [66,67]. The latter method has been developed as a solva called DICOPT for GAMS modeling language. In the following
more information on GAMS/DICOPT MINLP solver is provided.

GAMS/DICOPT Algorithm
DICOPT is a program for solving MINLP problems with linear binary and con'~
at
tinuous nonlinear variables. It bas been developed by Dr. G r o s s r n a ~ group
the Engineering Design Research Center

(EDRC)at

Carnegie Mellon University.

DICOPT is designed bssed on the outer approximation for the equality relaration
strategy. It solves a number of NLP (nonlinear programming) and MILP (mixedinteger linear programming) subproblems. Any NLP and MILP solver can be used
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for solving these subproblems.
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The DICOPT algorithm has some provisions to find

global optimum, however, it is not guaranteed.

The GAMS/DICOPT algorithm has been designed based on the foilowing two
objectives:
1. To use the existing modeling language GAMS.
2. To employ existing NLP and MILP solvers so that any improvement in any
of the solvers is a d a b l e to

MINLP problems.

DICOPT typically solves the following type of problems:
Maximize/Minimize

f (2) + c'y

subject to

The vector of binary variables y

appears only in linear terms while the vector of

continaous variables z can be in nonlinear ter-

in the objective fimction and

constraints.

The DICOPT algorîthm has been developed based on the following techniques
[SS] :

1. Outer Approximation refers to the faet that the surface described by a
convex fanction lies above the tangent hyper-plane at any interior poiat of

the d a c e . In the DICOPT algorithm onter approximations are obtained
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by generating linear approximations of nonlinear convex functions at each
iteration. These estimations should underestimate the objective function and
overestimate the feasi ble region.

2. Equality Relaxation refers to t e l h g an equality constraint to be an inequality constraint.

This property is used in the MILP master problem to

accumulate linear approximations.

3. Augmented Penalty refers to the introduction of non-negative slack variables on the right hand sides of the inequalities obtained by the equality relaxation technique. It also refers to the modification of the objective fnnction
in non-convex cases.
The DICOPT algorithm starts by s o l h g the relaxed MINLP (RMINLP) problem, Le., the binary variables are treated as continuous variables having values
between O and 1. If the solution yields binary valaes for the corresponding dables, it is considered as the optimum solution and the algorithm stops. Ot hawise,

it continues with an alternathg sequence of NLP subproblems and MILP master
problems.

The NLP subproblems are solved for fixed binary variables that are pre-

dicted by the MILP master problem at

each iteration. The algorithm

by default

stops when NLP subproblem starts worsening. The algorithm for the given problem

Minimize c'y
subject to

works as follows:

+f

(2)

(A.32)
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= y is binary, stop. Binary solution

is found. Otherwise go to step 2. (The superscript denotes the sequence of
intermediate solutions.)
2. Find a binary point y' with an MILP master problem that featwes an aug-

mented penalty function to find the minimum over the convex h d determined
by the half-spaces at the solution (xO,

3. Fix the binary variables y = y' and solve the resulting NLP. The new solution

would be (xl, y' ).
4. Find a binary solution y' with an

MILP master problem that corresponds to

the minimization over the intersection of the convex hulls desaibed by the
half-spaces of KKT points1 at yo and y'.

5. Repeat step 3 and 4 until the NLP sabproblem starts worsening (inaeasing).
Repeating step 4 means augmenting the set over whieh the minimization is
pedormed with additional linearizations at the new KKT point.

lA feasible point that satisfies the Karueh-Kuhn-nicker conditions. T b condition is the
Lagrange Mdtiplier Rule, which Kuhn and Tucket publiehed as an extension to allm inequaiity
constraints.

Appendix B
IMT-2000 Frame Structures
The dedicated physical channels (DPCH) in the fonvard and reverse link are used
to carry user and control information between the network and usas. These chan-

nels correspond to two category of dianneis as dedicated physical data channels

(DPDCH) and dedicated physical control channels (DPCCH) [IO]. In the foUowing,
the fiame structure of these channels is plotted in order to provide the necessary

background for the proposed resource management algorithm for the IMT-2000

standard.
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Forward Link
Slot
0.625 rns

Frame # 72
a . .

720 ms

t

Super-Frarne
TPC : Transmit Power Control
RI : Rate Information
SG : Spreading Gain
Figure B.l: Forward iink DPCH name s t ~ c t u r ein MT-2000 propos&.
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Reverse Link

B.2

-

I

- -

--

-

Data
Pilot

.

DPCCH

\

10*zkbits ( k - 0 . . 6 ) S G = ~ & ~

DPDCH : Dedicated Physical Data Channel ( 1- channel)
DPCCH : Dedicated Physical Control Channel (Q - channel)
TPC : Transmit Power Control
RI : Rate Information
SG :

Spreading Gain

Figure 8.2: Reverse link DPDCH and DPCCH fiame structure in IMT-2000proposab.
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